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Byram Hills Central School District
And Byram Hills Teachers Assn
AGREEMENT BY AND BETWEEN
BYRAM HILLS CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT AT ARMONK
(COMMONLY KNOWN AS BYRAM HILLS SCHOOL DISTRICT)
(HEREINAfTER THE "DISTRICT')
and
,
i
BYRAM HILLS TEACHERS ASSOCIATION
(HEREINAfTER THE "ASSOCIATION")
.,
-,
ARMONK, NEW YORK
) 995-) 998
~lIL
I
f,
..
Ms. Amalia Ortiz
President
Byram Hills Teachers Association
Dear Amy:
Further to the conversations which took place at the bargaining table in our recently
concluded negotiations for a 1995-1998 collective bargaining agreement, this leiter will, when signed
by you, memorialize the various "side agreements" which are not to be reflected in the collective
bargaining agreement itself.
This letter incorporates those provisions of the July 30, 1992 "side leiter" executed in
connection with the 1992-95 collective bargaining agreement which have continuing effect; and
supersedes that letter to the extent not incorporated herein. However, this letter is not intended to affect
any other "side letters" not referred to herein, which will continue in effect or'expire according to their
own terms. Moreover, the compilation in this leiter of various different agreements and understandings
does not make them mutually dependent: in other words, each stands alone.
Our agreements and understandings, in no particular order of importance, are as follows:
I. The Association will encourage elementary school teachers voluntarily to attend non-
contractual evening activities which I have approved in advance, and as to which I have set
reasonable limits on preparation time. At present, I contemplate such activities to include
a regularly-scheduled orientation evening for parents of students entering kindergarten, and
evenings scheduled on an ad hoc basis to discuss mailers of concern to parents as such may
arise from time to time.
The existing March 3, 1989 Middle School "side letter" with respect to substitute coverage
procedures will continue in effect for the duration of the 1995-98 collective bargaining
agreement.
The by-laws of the sick leave bank will be amended to provide that withdrawals may be
made only for catastrophic, prolonged, or disabling illnesses, and not for regular illnesses
following a catastrophic, prolonged or disabling illness.
The $100 per night stipend for overnight trips will apply to the Washington trip, the outdoor
education program, the Whale Watch, and others involving a whole grade level as approved
by the Superintendent.
The extended secondary school day agreement first made in connection with the 1989-1992
collective bargaining agreement, and since modified and refined by agreement of the
parties, together with the provisions for staffing elementary school administrative
assignments which have been added to the 1995-98 collective bargaining agreement, may
(but will not necessarily) supersede a wide range of existing collective bargaining
agreement provisions with respect to teaching loads, administrative assignments, ctc. We
have tried to list the various provisions which will be affected, but only experience will tell
us whether that list is exhaustive. We agree to negotiate any unanticipated issues in good
faith to the extent that they were not foreseen and reduced to writing in ncgoti"tions.
With respect to Article IV (D) of the collective bargaining agreement, the pal1ies commit to
notify each other as soon as pmcticable of any situation to which Article IV (D) is believed to
apply.
May 7, 1996
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7. The Evaluation CommiUee hWideveloped a new evaluation criterion and related procedures for
a "SUppOI1 Needed" rating supplementing the older "Satisfactory" and "Unsatisfactory" ratings.
whidl is intended to rellect perform.uKe which lies between the two other ratings, thus advising
the teacher of the need lor aHention to his or her performance. without invoking either the
finandal penalties ur the procedural mechanisms which aHend the "Unsatisfactury" rating. The
procedure lor appealing the process by which a teacher has been so rated is set forth at page 14
of the Guide to Teacher Evaluation. Book II. as revised in August. 1lJ93.
The 1995-98 collective bargaining agreement contains substantially revised language in Artide
XIV. Pal1 C (replacing former Pm1s C and D of that A'1ide) with respect tu leave for childbirth
and adoption of children. Those. revisions were made to conform the collective bargaining
agreement to established legal requirements. and to assist teachers beHer to understand their
rights and obligations in connection therewith. The parties reaffirm that those revisions were
and are not intended (a) to change the practices of the pm1ies under plior agreements with
respect tu such maHers as dates f()r return from leave. notices. health/hospitalization and welfare
trust fund benefits. etc.. or (b) to change the agreement of the p.1I1ies that continuations of
extended parenting leave beyol1lJ une year are in the School District's sole discretion.
Notwithstanding the changes made to the salary lane strlll:ture effective as of July I. 1995 in the
11)95-98 collective bargaining agreement. i.e.. elimination of the BA, BA+30 and MA+45 lanes,
the three eliminated lanes will be continued for all teachers who were on those lanes as of June
30, 11)1)5(or who qualified for September, IY95 entry onto the BA+30 or MA+45 l:mes pursuant
to credits approved prior to July I, 1995), and such teachers may remain on those lanes
indefinitely; but the three lanes will be dused to all uther entrants. whether CU'l'ent staff or
newly-employed. Complete salary step .md lane char1s for the years 11)95-96, 191)6-97 and
1997 -98. ;u'e annexed hereto for teachers' reference. The salary schedules lor the discunlinued
BA. BA+30 .md MA+45 lanes will be disttibuted to the Association and those teachers
remaining in thuse lanes.
Notwithstanding the changes made to the salary step increment structure effective July I. 191)5
in the I995-l)8 collective bargaining agreement. any teacher whose base salary for 11)94-95 W.L'i
higher than is provided for in the salary schedule will remain at his/her IlJY4-1)5 compensation
level (as increased by the 19l)5-96 across-the-buard percentage increase) until a higher base
salary is available to him/her pursuant to the regular step increment structure in accord.ull;c with
the 191)5-1)8agreement.
l'
8.
I).
10.
Executed this -1f!: day of May. 1l)l)6.
.~J~ [~
President
Byram Hills Teachers' Association
~~>~'?
.:'
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PREAMBLE
In order to effectuate the revisions of the Public Employees Fair Employment Act,
as amended, to continue and improve efJective and harmonious working
relationships between the Byram Hills Central School District ~t Armonk
(hereinafter referred to as the "District") and its professional employees
represented by the Byram Hills Teachers Association (hereinafter referred to as the
"Association"), to enable the professional employees more fully to participate in
and contribute to the success of public education, and to encourage the professional
employees to use their best efforts to promote excellence in education in the
District,
ARTICLE I -RECOGNITION
The District, having determined that the Association is supported by a majority of
the teachers in a unit consisting of all professional personnel except the District
Superintendent, Assistant District Superintendent, Building Principals, Assistant
Building Principals, Administrative Assistants, Department Chairpersons,
Directors, Interns, Student Teachers, and substitute teachers employed in a per
diem basis for less than sixty (60) continuous school days, hereby recognizes the
Association as the exclusive negotiating agent for the teachers in such unit.
ARTICLE II - RIGHTS OF TIlE PARTIES
A. Nothing contained in this agreement shall be construed to deny or restrict,
to any teacher, rights the teacher may have under New York State Education
Laws and Regulations and other applicable State and/or Federal Laws. The
rights granted to teachers hereunder shall be deemed to be in addition to
those provided elsewhere.
B. Except as limited by the express provisions of this agreement, the Board
of Education, together with the Superintendent, has in all respects retained
its right to manage and control all of the affairs of the District, including
but not limited to the right to hire, to withhold or grant tenure to
probationary teachers, to determine the nature and scope of
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the budget, to establish and implement educational policies, to develop and
apply methods and procedures for the administration uf the District, to select
the administrative staff, to apply such methods and procedures, and, in its
discretion, to adopt and enforce such rules, regulations and policies as it may
deem necessary in order to perform all duties and functions entrusted to it
under the law.
ARTICLE III - DURATION OF AGREEMENT
A. It is agreed by and between the parties that any provision of this agreement
requiring legislative action to permit its implementation by amendment uf
law or by providing the additional funds therefor, shall not become effective
until the appropriate legislative body has given approval.
B.This contract shall be effective July I, 1995 and shall continue in effect to
June 30, 1998.
C. In the event either party wishes to amend this agreement, notice shall be
given in writing by January 15, 1998. Negotiations concerning such
propused amendments shall cummence on or about February I, 1998,
under the procedures established under the Taylor Law. All proposals shall
be exchanged at the same time on or before that date. Amendments
resulting from such negotiations will take effect at such time as will be
mutually agreeable to the parties.
D. Terms and conditions of employment provided in this agreement shall
remain in effect until altered by mutual agreement between parties.
ARTICLE IV - CONDITiONS OF AGREEMENT
A. This Agreement shall constitute the full and complete commitment between
buth parties and may be altered, changed, added to, deleted from or
modified only through the voluntary, mutual consent of the parties in a
written and signed amendment to the Agreement.
B. The District will carry out the commitments contained herein and give them
full force and cffecl as School District policy. The Districl will take such
action as may be necessary in order to give full force and clTect to the
provisions of this Agreement.
C. The Association will caITY out the commitments contained herein and give
them full support among the members of its organization.
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D. Compensation for miscellaneous services of a regular and long-term n,lture
(i.e., one full semester or more) f()r which compensation is not specified in
this Agreement shall he as agreed upon by the District, the teacher and the
Associati(Hl.
E. Any individual arrangement, agreement, or contract hereafter executed
hetween the District and in individual teacher shall be expressly made
suhject to and consistent with the terms of this and/or subsequent
agreements. If such an individual arrangement, agreement, or contract
contains any language inconsistent with this Agreement, this Agreement,
during its duration, shall be controlling.
F.I. If any provision of this Agreement or any application of the Agreement
shall be found contrary to law, then such provision or application shall not
be deemed valid and subsisting except to the extent permiued by law, hut
all other provisions shall continue in full force and effect.
2. If any hencfit contained herein is denied hy a Statc Comptroller, thc State
Education Department, Commissioner of Education, or court of law, thc
moncy allocatcd for that purpose will be applicd to such other benefit as
is mutually agreed upon hy the parties.
3. If the parties fail to agree, an arbitrator will detcrminc the purposc for
which the allocatcd funds will he spent. (Stagc 4 of the Grievance
machinery will be operative.)
G. Thc District shalJ. provide a copy of the Agreement to each teacher within a
month after it has been ratified. Teachers employed after distribution of the
contract shall be provided with a copy of said Agrcement at the time of
employment by thc District. The Association will submit the final draft
ready for preparation and printing, the cost of which shall bc borne by the
District
H. The District shall provide the Association within one month aftcr the
ratilication, with one hundred (100) copies of this Agreement.
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ARTICLE V - RIGHTS AND PRIVILEGES - TEACHER AND
ASSOCIATION
A. Pursuant to the Public Employees Fair Employment Act (as amended), the
District hereby agrees that it will not discriminate against any teacher with
respect to hours, wages or any tenllS or conditions of employment by
reason of membership in the Association, participation in any activities of
the Association, or collective professional negotiations with the District, or
institution of any grievance, complaint or proceeding under this Agreement,
or otherwise, with respect to any terms or conditions of employmenl.
B. The Association shall have the right to use school huildings and facilities as
stated in District Policy on Regulations Concerning the Use of School
Buildings and Grounds, adopted December 19, 1967.
C. Duly authorized representatives of the Association shall be permitted to
transact Association business on school property at all reasonable times,
provided that such business shall not interfere with their professional
responsihilities to the student or interrupt normal school activities or
operations.
D. The Association shall have the right to post notices of its activities and
matters of Association c'oncern on Teachers' Room hulletin boards, or
distrihute such matters by placing copies in teache'rs' mailhoxes. At least
one bulletin hoard will be provided in each school building. .copies of all
materials generated for posting from within the Association will be given to
the Building Principal, hut approval will not he required for posting.
E. The District agrees to furnish to the Association, and may require a written
request, copies of all non-personal and puhlic documents including, hut not
limited to, documents concerning the financial resources of the District,
minutes of all Board of Education business meetings, the annual auditcu
financial report, a list of all teachers employeu hy the District, their
auuresses anu salary steps (as prepared at the beginning of each school
year), printed District hudgets, treasurer's and clerk's reports anu census
reports.
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F. If negotiation meetings hetween the District and the Association arc scheduied
during a school day. memhers of the Association Negotiating Committee will
be relieved from regular duties without loss of pay. as necessary, in order to
permit their participation in such meetings.
G. No teacher shall be reprimanded in front of peers or any member of the student
body. or student's parent. However, the District cannot guarantee this to the
extent of providing a specific remedy other than via the grievance procedure.
H.I.Teachers will be notified within ten (10) school days of all written complains
or criticism by supervisors or administrators.
2. Parental complaints (See appendix D)
I. The children of non-resident professional employees of the District shall he
pern~itted to attend the Byram Hills School without payment of tuition. This
does not include transportation to and from the school.
1. When a group of teachers is interested in taking a course of instruction given
by another teacher, school facilities will be made availahle upon request to, and
approval hy, the Superintendent.
K. The Association, upon request to the Superintendent, will be granted one ())
hour to present information on Association memhership as part of the
orientation program. If separate orientations are held for present staff and new
teachers, then one ()) hour will be allowed at each program.
L. The Association may conduct a general meeting of its members one day each
month, meetings of Association committees on a second day, and either a
general meeting or a meeting of committees on a third day. Such meetings can
be held in any school huilding and may commence ten (10) minutes after the
regular dismissal of the building in which the meeting is to be held. A request
for the use of a meeting room must be made one (I) week prior to the date of
the meeting to the Building Principal. There will be no charge for the use of the
meeting room providing that it is cleared hy 10:00 p.m.
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M. Members of the Association will be allowed to lise, for Association business,
school business machines and audio-visual equipment, including typewriters,
mimeographing and duplicating machines, arid calculators on school premises
at all reasonable times, provided that such items arc not otherwise in use. The
Association will pay for, and provide, all necessary supplies needed for their.
use with the above-mentioned equipment.
N. The Association may, with the approval of the appropriate Building Principal,
provide a lockable storage unit, of reasonable size, for such supplies as will be
needed in use of the equipment mentioned in paragraph M. Such unit will be
kept in a place designated by the Building Principal.
O. The District will advise the Association of any special or non-routine grants
received from outside agencies other then those received in the form of state
aid.
P. Academic freedom is teaching and learning in an atmosphere which is free
from censorship and artilicial restraints upon free inquiry and learning. No
limitations shall be placed upon study, investigation, presenting and interpreting
facts and ideas concerning man, human society, the physical and biological
world, and other branches of learning, other than those needed to ensure that
students receive an education consistent with each student's age, stage of
development, and needs. Freedom of individual conscience, association, and
expression will be encouraged, and fairness in procedures will be observed both
to safeguard the legitimate interests of the sch()olsand to exhibit by appropriate
examples the basic objectives of a democratic society, subject to accepted
standards of professional responsibility.
Q. The Association President will not be assigned administrative duties in order to
allow time to conduct Association business that docs not interrere with regular
school activities or teacher responsibilities.
R. Office space will be provided ror the Association in the high school and may be
assigned by the Building Prim.:ipalas the Association orficers' orficial work
space.
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S. During each school year of this agreement, leave will be granted to Association
oflicers or their representatives for Association business not to exceed a total of
fifteen (15) teacher days, exclusive of litigation or other legal proceedings to
which the Association, its oflicers, and the District are parties at interest. These
days may be used for activities on campus, provided that there shall be no
interference with the instructional program.
ARTICLE VI
-
DUES DEDUCTION
A. The District agrees to deduct from the' salaries of the teacher employees dues
for the Byram Hills Teachers Association, as said teachers individually and
voluntarily authorize the District to deduct. Teacher authorization shall be in
writing, as set forth below, on fonns to be provided by the Association.
DESIGNATION AND DUES DEDUCfION AUTHORIZATION
(Print) Last Name First Initial Building
Address
TO: BYRAM HILLS CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICf ATARMONK
Pursuant to the Public Employees Fair Employment Act, as amended, I hereby
designate the Byram Hills Teachers Association as my representative for the purpose of
. collective negotiations, and I hereby request and authorize you, according to
arrangements agreed upon with the said Association, to deduct from my salary and
transmit to the Association the dues indicated below. I hereby waive all right and claim
for said monies so deducted and transmitted in accordance with this authorization and
relieve the District and all its officers from any liability therefor. This authority shall be
continuous while employed in this school system unless withdmwn or changed by
written notice received by the District at least thirty (30) days prior to the date of the lirst
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payroll deduction. In the event that my employment is terminated prior to the deduction
of the l:omplete amount authorized hereunder, sUl:h remaining undedul:ted sum will be
deducted from my final paYl:heck.
Employee's Signature Date
B.). The Association will be responsible for issuing, l:ollecting and turning over to
the Assistant District Superintendent for Management Services the above
mentioned .Designation and Dues Deduction Authorizations.
2. Dues deductions will start with the t1rst payroll, providing the District receives
a list of the continuing members by August 15. New members will be added
to the list by September 30.
C. Dedul:tions will be made in approximately equal installments ending with the
last payrolll:heck in Del:ember.
D. The Association will supply to the Distril:t, along with the authorization forms,
a master list of all teacher names and the amount authorized by eal:h, as
indicated on the authorization forms.
E. After each deduction, the District will forward a l:hel:k for the total amount
deducted along with a copy of. the original master list to the Association
Treasurer.
F. It will be the responsibility of the Assol:iation Treasurer to transmit the monies
to the appropriate organizations.
G. No supplements will be added to the master list for teachers hired after
Odober ).
H. Dues Deduction Authorization forms will remain elTel:tive l:ominllously until
withdrawn by the teal:her in writing or until the teal:her's employment in Byram
Hills terminates. Upon rel:eipt of withdrawal notice, the District Oflil:e will
send a l:OPy of the notil:e to the Assol:iation Treasurer and remove the
employee's name from the master list.
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ARTICLE VII
- SCHOOL CALENDAR
A. For the 1995-96, 1996-97. I997-9Xschool year, there will he a total of IX2days
including one Superintendent's Conference Day, in the school calendar. A
committee of three (.3) teachers and two (2) administrators will work on
planning the program. To the aforementioned days there will he added to each
calendar four (4) additional snow days. The iirst unused snow day will he used
as a regular instructional day. The remaining unused snow days will he
declared holidays once the administration decides that winter weather
conditions arc no longer a threat to proper functioning of the district.
Appendix A I - 1995-96 calendar as printed
Appendix A2 - 1996-97 calendar to be decided mutually
Appendix A3 - 1997-98 calendar to be decided mutually
B. Workshop days and parenl-leacher conference days, including time of student
dismissal, will he scheduled by the administration.
C. Half (Y:)days are defined as no more than one-half (Yz)or the length of the day
as stated in Article VilLA.
D. The last week of school will have three half days for students in the elementary
and middle schools, and the high school will be on a Regents' examination
schedule.
E. For the years after 1995-96, the committee will make every reasonahle effort to
agree on the calendars for such years by the end of ten school days from the
time that the BHTA shall have received a copy of the Southern Westchester
BOCES calendar for such year from the Schon I District. If a new calendar shall
not have heen agreed to by that date, then the School District shall adopt a
calendar incorporating the BOCES hreaks and holidays.
The length of the st:hool day will he as follows:
Teacher Teacher Lenglh
Supervision Class Sludent Supervision of
Begins Slarls Dismissal Ends I&y
High School 7:45 am 7:50 am 2:30 pm 2:35 pm 6 hrs 50 min
Middle School 7:55 am !tOOam 2:40 pm 2:45 pm 6 Ius 50 min
Elemenlary I):10am 1):20am 3:20 pm 3:30 pm 6 hrs 20 min
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ARTICLE VIII- TEACHER HOURS.ASSIGNMENTS AND TEACHING LOADS
A. LENGTH OF THE REGULAR SCHOOL DAY
I. Teat:hers shall be in their respet:tive buildings fifteen minutes before the
st:heduled start of the st:hool's first dass period.
2. Teat:hers may leave following student dismissal, when their professional
ohligations, induding assisting students, have been met, as prat:liced in the past.
3.a. A maximum of thirty-two (32) meetings per year may he st:heduled, with no
more than one (I) meeting per week, exdusive of meetings relating to shared
det:ision making as mandated by Set:tion 100.11 of the regulations of the
Commissioner of Edut:ation with respet:tto the Compat:t for Learning, whit:h
shall be st:heduled hy the members or the Distrit:l-wide and site-based
management t:ommittees, and/or the study groups whit:h pret:ede them.
b. Sut:h meetings will not ext:eed one (I) hour in length.
t:. Meetings within a building will begin no later than ten (10) minutes after
student dismissal. Meetings to whit:h teat:hers must travel will hegin no later
than twenty-five (25) minutes after student dismissal.
d. No teat:her will he required to attend more than one (I) meeting per day.
e. Sut:h meetings are part of the teat:her's professional responsihility.
J
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r. Meetings are defined as follows: two (2) or more teachers directed to meei hy
the Superintendent. their Principal or supervisor. Conferences callcd hy an
administrator to discuss progress or prohlems of a child are not considered in
the total of thirty-two (32) mcetings.
g. Regularly scheduled meetings in each huilding will he scheduled for a set day
of thc week consistent for each school year in each division (hut which may
vary among divisions) in ordcr to assist administration and faculty in
coordinating such mcetings and other commitments.
h. Teachcrs may he required to attend two (2) evening parcnt conferences per
ycar scheduled hy the Building Principal. These conferences will take place
as follows:
K-5: One evening during the first semester; one evening during the second
semestcr.
6-12: One evening following the mailing of the first quarter grades; one
evening following the mailing of the second quarter grades.
The conferences will be scheduled from 7: J5 p.m. to 9: J5 p.m.
B. SCHEDULES: Unless otherwise noted, each teacher will have one of the
following schedules:
J. Elementary (K-4)
a. Every elementary teacher's daily schedule shall include a lunch period.
r
b. Each teacher shall have live (5) weekly preparation periods, as follows: one
(J) forty-five (45) minute period; two (2) forty (40) minute periods; and two
(2) thirty (30) minute periods. Every reasonahle effort will he made to give
each teacher onc (I) preparation period per day. In addition, each teacher shall
have one (I) thirty (30) minute period every week during the lihrary period,
so long as the lihrarian is present.
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c. In the elementary schools, three minutes of passing time between "special"
classes (or the reasonable equivalent) will be provided where feasible.
Every reasonable effort will be made to give each teacher one (I) preparation
period per day.
2. Middle School (5-X)
a. Eight (X) period day, all periods approximately forty-live (45) minutes long
b. In each working week, a teacher may be scheduled for twenty-live (25)
instructional periods per week
c. Each teacher shall be scheduled for a lunch period in each working day
d. In every full working week, each teacher shall have no less than live (5)
preparation periods
e. In addition, each teacher may be scheduled for administrative duties to total
five (5) per week as described in Article VIII 0.5.
3. High School (9-12)
a. Class periods are approximately forty-live (45) minutes long.
b. A teacher may be required to teach thirty (30) instructional periods in a six
day cycle.
c. Each teacher shall be scheduled for a lunch period in each working day.
d. In every six-day cycle, each teacher will have no fewer than six (6)
preparation periods.
e. Teachers may be scheduled for six (6) periods of building (administrative)
assignment duties per six-day cycle for the full year, as described in Article
VIII 0.5.
C. EXCEPTIONS
I. Secondary teachers (i.e. high School and Middle School) shall not be required
to teach in more than two different academic fields. Secondary teachers shall
not he required to teach more than three different courses, as dclined by course
numhers, unless additional preparation periods are granted.
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2. Teachers of English in the secondary school (7- 12), at the administration's
discretion, may he assigned a fifth class teaching period per day. One hundred
(100) students per teacher of English is considered a desirahle goal. If the
student load reaches OIle hundred and ten (II 0) (overload level) a consultation
will he scheduled involving an administrator, the teacher involved, and an
Association representative to plan means for relieving the situation. When the
student load reaches one hundred and sixteen (116), the action agreed upon at
the one hundred and ten (110) student level or some mutually agreed upon
action will he taken.
3. Secondary teachers of Science with lahoratory instructions shall have four (4)
classes plus lahoratory instruction.
4.a. Speech teachers, Reading teachers, Lihrarians, Guidance counselors, and
Psychologists shall have the flexibility to plan their day as the nature of their
work dictates within the framework of the master schedule, suhject to
approval hy the appropriate Administrator. A preparation period for Speech
and Reading teachers will he included in the day.
h. In the full working week, elementary teachers of Art, Music, and Physical
Education shall have no less than Five (5) preparation periods of
approximately thirty (30) consecutive minutes, nor shall their instructional
time exceed that of the regular classroom teachers in the huilding to which
they are assigned.
c. Elementary reading teachers shall have a daily preparation period, which shall
he computed as the average of the preparation periods availahle to elementary
classroom teachers during the regular five-day week.
5. Teachers traveling between huildings to conduct classes will he allowed
suflicient time for such travel and for preparing for classes. Such times are
suhject to a Memorandum of Understanding dated Septemher 16, 1975.
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6. When a teacher is carrying less than a normal teaching load as defined in this
Artide, the teacher may be assigned other professional duties as the Principal
deems appropriate and equitable. Such other duties may indude
instructional/resource center responsibilities, tutorial assignments, curriculum
improvement work, and administrative assignments as delined in Artide VIII
0.5.
7. Teachers will act as substitutes for regularly assigned duties as provided in
Artide XVI, Section 0, sub-section 2.
X. Team Teaching
a. Teachers assigned to the large group phase of team teaching instructional
programs (large group teachers) may be required to instruct groups larger than
those specified in Artide X.I.a. However, the total number of students
assigned shall not exceed one hundred and fifty (150) students per session,
and the teacher will not be required to instruct more than one such large group
per week.
b. Large group teachers, during the week they arc responsible for a large group
lecture, may be required to conduct more than one large group lecture in
addition to their regular schedule that week. Lectures will be assigned among
teachers on a rotating basis in an effort to divide the lecture load in a pro rata
manner.
c. The team teaching program will be planned by the teachers involved,
department heads and the administration.
d. Teachers assigned teaming responsibilities shall meet a maximum of three (3)
periods per week within the school day of the length of a regular dass period.
The periods arc not to be construed as preparation periods.
9. Language Arts (Sixth Grade)
Teachers will be scheduled in a team tem;hing situation in teams of two. Each
team of two teachers will he ,L'isigneda maximum of one hundred (J{X) students
for twenty-five (25) instruction periods per week.
IO. Special Education Teachers
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Self-contained chiss,:oom special education teachers will teach no more than
five dasses per day. Resource room special education teachers who teach two
or more self-contained periods per day will teach no more than live dasses per
Jay.
II.Commencing in the 1992 school year, teaching loads and schedules in the
seconJary schools will he estahlished in accordance with Section E of this
Artide. To the extent that such loads and schedules are consistent with Section
E, any inconsistent provisions of Sections 8(2) (a), 8(2) (h), 8(2) (d), 8(2) (e),
8(3) (a) 8(3) (h), 8(3) (d), 8(3) (e), C( I), C(2), C(3), con, C(9), anJ C(lO) of
this Artide will be set aside for the remainder of this contract.
D. DEFINITIONS
I. Instructional periods are those periods or times in which the teacher is
involveJ with pupils in teaching either as an individual or as a memher of a
teaching team anJ the teacher has participated in the planning of the
instruction to be conducted. This period shall be approximately forty-five
(45) minutes long.
2. A preparation period is a regularly scheduled period to be used by the teacher
for instructional planning. This period shall be at least as long m; an
instructional period in the secondary schools, as defined in 0.1. above, and as
specified in Section 8. I.b. of this Article. These periods are necessary to meet
instructional responsibilities and will not be used for administrative
assignments or for regular school activities such as learning center team
meetings in the elementary schools.
3. Tutorial periods in the Middle and High Schools are defined ao.;those periods
in which the teacher will be available to meet with individual students or small
groups of students for special project work, remedial work, or enrichment
work. These periods arc instructional responsibilities and will not be used for
administrative assignments.
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4. Teacher lunch periods will be an uninterrupted and duty-free period
approximately forty-live (45) minutes long, but in no case less than f0l1y-two
(42) minutes long.
5. Administrative Duties
a. Regular administrative duties or assignments are supervision of
administrative resource centers, study halls, bus duty including the
supervision of arrival and dismissal of students in the elementary
schools; hall patrol; noon playground; cafeteria; and duties done on an
occasional basis as scheduled by school and/or department, plus in the
high school, library and outside duty.
Assignment of playground and cafeteria duty will be equitably rotated
among those teachers who have duty at that time. The District agrees
to maintain present numbers of playground and cafeteria aides at all
buildings.
b.
c. Part-time teachers will be assigned administrative duties pro rata to
their positions (i.e. a 0.6 time teacher will be assigned a 0.6 time
administrative duty assignment); this may be done by making the
assignment of a portion of the year.
d. Notwithstanding the provisions of Sections 8(2) (e) and
8(3) (e) of this Article, commencing in the 1990-91 school year,
administrative assignments in the secondary schools will be governed
by Section E(3) of this Article.
e. Starting in the 1995-96 school year, elementary school administrative
assignments will be scheduled in the same manner as secondary school
administrative assignments pursuant to Section E(3) below, except that
the pool of staff available for assignment shall not include department
chairpersons, and teacher membership on building committees shall
come from the available pool.
.
6. Instructional resource centers may be part of a teacher's instructional
assignment (i.e. twenty-live (25) instructional periods). Students will be
scheduled as a group to meet with the assigned teachers for no less than live (5)
consecutive days.
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7. Advisorship in the, Middle School is an allemptto actualize the philosophy of
"Omhudsmanship." It may he a time period of up to liny (50) minutes per
week for instructing students as to the utilization of resource center time, cluh
activities. course selections, and coordination of parent conferences. Each
student group may he composed of 6th, 7th, and Xth grade students who will he
normally assigned at the heginning of each year.
X. Student Activities in the Middle School arc special interest programs (i.e. cluhs)
that arc approved by the faculty and meet on a regularly scheduled hasis.
E. EXTENDED SCHOOL DAY
- SECONDARY SCHOOLS
I. Beginning in the fall of 1992, committees will convene in the High School
and the Middle School for the purpose of reviewing, evaluating and
recommending changes to the existing schedules. Any recommendations for
change will have the assent of the majority of the faculty in the building as to
which such recommendations are made, and must meet the following criteria:
a. The schedules must meet all requirements set by statute and the
Commissioner of Education.
b. The schedules must provide optimum educational opportunities for students.
c. The schedules must be capable of implementation within existing staffing
complements as determined by the Board of Education.
d. The schedules must provide for the following with respect to individual
teachers:
I. Up to 1250 minutes of student contact time in a live-day period (or
1500 minutes in six-day period). "Student contact time" will he
instructional, but docs not necessarily have to consist of "traditional"
classroom instruction.
II. Up to 250 minutes of preparation time in a five-day period (or 300
minutes in a six-day period).
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III. Up to 250 minutes of tutorial-administrative-preparatory ("TAP") time
in a tive-day period or (300 minutes in a six-day period). TAP time
may he used fOr additional preparation if not required for other
services.
2. Implementation and administration of the recommendations will be the
responsibility of the building administration.
3. Starting in the 1992-93 school year, secondary school administrative
assignments will be scheduled (within the TAP maxima) as follows:
a. In each building, the administration ~ill unilaterally determine the
nature and stafting requirements of administrative coverage to be
required. In the event that the Association tinds that such unilateral
determination violates the collective bargaining agreement, the
contract grievance machinery may be invoked.
In the spring of each preceding year and, where necessary, in the fall
of the year, individual assignments will be made by building
committees (to be f()rmed the previous spring) consisting of two
administrators and up to a maximum of five teachers. The "pool"
available for assignment will consist of all teachers and a maximum of
two department chairpersons per building (to be designated by the
administration).
b.
c. Within the statTing requirements imposed by the school day,
administrative duties will be assigned by the committees on an
equitable basis, having due regard to the nature and extent of each
teacher's course responsibilities and other obligations. This will
supersede the other provisions of the collective bargaining agreement
insofar as it sets course loads, administrative duties, and preparation
time.
d. Any teacher who !Ccls that he/she has been treated inequitably with
respect to administrative duties may appeal the assignment to the
building committee; however, the dispute will not be grievable.
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4. In order to all()\V for changes in the framework set out ahove, for the life of
this contract teaching loads and schedules in the secondary schools will he
estahlished in accordance with this section, and any inconsistent provisions of
Sections 8(2) (a), 8(2)(h), B(2)(d), 8(2)(e), 8(3)(a), 8(3)(h), B(3)(d), 8(3)(e),
C( I), C(2). C(3), C(X), C(9). and C( 10) of this Article will he set aside for the
remainder of this contract.
5. The memhership of the schedule committees will follow Item #7 of the
Decemher 7, 19X9 side letter to the 1988-1992 collective hargaining
agreement. i.e, "The District will name administrative and department chair
representatives to each committee, and the Association will name teacher
representatives; hoth committees will have a simple majority of teachers."
6. Following the discharge of its duties as set forth ahove, the scheduling
committees will cease to function until an appropriate time to review the
effects of any new changes in the following school year.
7. Proposed changes affecting the schedule of either the Middle School or the
High School will be submitted to the Superintendent no later than March I of
the year preceding the proposed change.
8. Unless the scheduling committee proposals do not comply with the criteria set
forth in this section, the Superintendent will forward the proposals to the
Board of Education with his recommendations.
9. If approved by the Board of Education, the scheduling committee proposals
wi II he implemented in the following year. II'the Board of Education does not
approve the proposals, or if the Superintendent finds that they do not comply
with the criteria set forth in this section, or if either committee is unable to
formulate a proposal, then the Superintendent will unilaterally re-implement
the status Will ante.
ARTICLE IX - TEACHING CONDITIONS
A. The District will provide each elementary School with one typewriter, one copy
machine and one duplicating machine, the Middle School with four typewriters,
one copy machine, two duplicating machines and a single process copy
machine, and the High School with four typewriters, two copy machines, and
three duplicating machines, this equipment to he primarily for teachers' use.
Supplies for use of these machines will be provided by the District. The
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teachers will endeavor to keep the above-mentioned equipment in excellent
working comJition and the District will make any necessary repairs as quickly
as possible.
B. A school phone and a public pay phone will be maintained in the teachers'
dining room at the High School and in the teachers' dining room at the Middle
School. Privacy enclosures will be provided for these phones. Pay phones now
in existence in e.ach elementary school will be maintained with an enclosure for
privacy where necessary.
C. A school telephone will be maintained in each school building of the District in
order to provide privacy for school-related calls by teachers and will be'
available for teachers' use during all school hours.
D. The District will make available in every school building an adequate
lunchroom-lounge and rest rooms and lavatory facilities for staff (adult) use.
The District will provide appropriate furnishing in each staff lunchroom-
lounge. In addition, the District will allow smoking in an area within these
rooms or in another designated room.
E. The District will provide, through the Building Principals, an individual work
area for each teacher.
I. For the High School - one large teacher room (across from Room 51), four
project rooms O~,9, 5X, and 59) and the individual work areas assigned by
department to Art, Music, Technology Education, Business Education, and
Physical Education.
2. In the Middle School - work areas assigned and in use in 1972-73 will he
continued.
F. The District will provide:
I. A lockable drawer for liling for each teacher.
2. Suitahle closet space for teachers to store coats, overshoes and personal
articles of outer apparel.
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3. Chalkhoan.l and tackboard space in every classroom. In rooms used
temporarily for instructional purpose. portahle chalkhoards will he provided
asdesired by the teachers using the room.
4. Copies, exclusively for each teacher's use, of all texts used in each course
each teacher is to teach.
5. Lockable storage space in each classroom for instructional materials.
6. Attendance hooks, paper, pencils, pens, chalk, erasers and other general
supplies required for daily teaching responsibilities.
7. One gym unifoll11 for each Physical Education teacher and coach; one smock
for each Art teacher; one shop coat for each Industrial Arts teacher; and one
laboratory coat for each Science teacher. The teachers will accept
responsihility for the laundering and general maintenance of these garments.
8. Resource Centers in the Middle School and High School will he equipped
with lockahle storage for materials. Teachers assigned to the room will have
keys issued to them.
The above-mentioned items arc to be requested by each teacher in accordance
with Article XIII of this Agreement.
G. Compensatory time will be taken when mutually agreed upon by the teacher
and the Building Principal, it being understood that in nOll11alcircumstances
such time will be taken in the period immediately before the end of the school
day. Compensatory time may be accumulated, and can he used by the teacher
on one day's prior agreement with the principal.
H. The district will provide texts, library facilities, maps, globes, laboratory
equipment, audio-visual equipment, art supplies, athletic equipment, current
periodicals, standard tests and similar materials that arc the tools of the
teaching profession, in accordance with decisions jointly made hy the
Administration and the Curriculum Committee under the provisions of Article
XIII of this Agreement.
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Until such time as there is a central teachers' reference library, the District will
provide each school with reference texts and other reference materials
requested by teachers of that building, in order to carry out thci'r teaching
assignments, subject to the approval of the Building Principal a'nd in
accordance with Article XIII of this Agreement
J. No teacher shall be required to drive a school bus or transport students.
I.
K. The District shall earnestly and promptly seck some ,method of providing
clerical assistance to the teachers, including explor~ltion of the offer of
volunteer services made by the High School PTA.
L. Classrooms will be scheduled for use by individual department (i.e., Math,
English, Foreign Language, etc.) wherever possible:,
M. Wherever possible, teachers will not be required to teach in more than two (2)
separate classrooms during a school year. This provision shall not apply to
teachers whose duties take them to different buildings in the course of the
school year.
ARTICLE X - CLASS SIZE
A. The following is established as the ideal class sizes for the 1995-98 school
years:
I. Academic Subjects, K-12
a. Twenty-five (25) students per class is considered a desirable goal. If a
class reaches twenty-eight (2X) students (overload level), a'
consultation will he scheduled involving an Administrator, -the teacher
involved and an Association represent'ative to plan Inea,ns for relieving
the situation.
b. When that class reaches thirty-one (31) students; the action agreed
upon at the twenty-eight (2X) student level" or some ()ther mutually
"agreed upon action, will be taken. ' '
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2. Special Suhjects
For the purposes of this section. each suhject will he followed hy three
numhers. . The lirst numher is to he considered the desirahle goal. the second
the overload level and the third the action level.
The first numhers listed arc considered the desirahle goal.. If a class reaches
the overload level. a consultation will he scheduled involving an
Administrator. the teacher involved. and an Association representative to plan
means for relieving the situation.
When one of the classes below reaches the action level, the action agreed
upon at the overload level or some other mutually agreed upon action will he
taken.
a. Industrial Arts - 17, 19,20
h. Art - 25. 28. 3 I
c. Physical Education - 35, 38, 4 I
(For purposes of the action level, in the middle school. the aggregate numher
of students will be divided hy the number of teachers.)
d. Study Hall - 55, 60. 65
ARTICLE XI
- SUPERVISION AND EVALUATION
A. Each year prior to renewal of the contract or granting of an increment, the
District will receive an evaluation of each teacher. This evaluation will.he a
collahorative effort hy the supervisor to' whom the teacher reports and the
Building Principal or Administrator above the level of Building Principal. Final
authority for this evaluation will lie with the Building Principal or
Administrator above the level of Building Principal.
B.I.Any teacher hired after July I, 1983 who receives an unsatisfactory annual
evaluation on overall performance will not be paid the step increment which
would otherwise by payable in the following school year, if each of the
following conditions have been met:
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a. A teacher in danger of receiving an unsatisfactory evaluation on overall
performance will be notified of that possibility by March I of the year
in which the evaluation will be made, and advised of steps to be taken
in order to achieve a satisfactory evaluation. Absent such notification
and advice, the step increment will not be withheld.
b. If the teacher's performance improves to a satisfactory level after the
March I notification, the step increment will not be withheld.
c. No teacher will receive an unsatisfactory evaluation on overall
performance without a minimum of five observations, at least three of
which should have been performed by the Building Principal.
An unsatisfactory evaluation on overall performance will be
accompanied by a statement of the reasons for the unsatisfactory
evaluation, and of steps to be taken in the following year to achieve a
satisfactory evaluation.
2. A teacher who achieves a satisfactory evaluation on overall performance in
the year following an unsatisfactory evaluation will recapture the step
increment previously withheld.
d.
C. It is understood that evaluations other than the one referred to in paragraph A
above shall continue to he made by immediate supervisors, Building Principals,
and Administrators above the level of Building Principals. Department
chairpersons will only make evaluations within their respective subject areas.
D. A teacher may request evaluations of professional performance in addition to
the one referred to in Paragraph A above. The teacher is encouraged to do so
periodically. In lieu of this, the Building principal has the responsibility for
arranging an evaluative conference at lema once each year.
E. Evaluation techniques are designed to analyze and recognize success as well as
failure of all teachers. Building principals are requesteJ to make known to the
Superintendent outstanding achievement hy any teacher for permanent records.
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F. A Department Ch~lirperson will not make a wrillen evaluation as the result of a
teacher's specific request for in-class assistance or ohservation, unless the
teacher makes such a request
G. Classroom ohservations of more than twenty-five (25) minutes shall be
followed within ten (10) school days hy a conference with the teacher, and hy
signing of the wriHen ohservation or evaluation. The teacher shall have an
opportunity within ten (10) school days to add a wrillen reaction to the
ohservation or evaluation if desired. This comment should then he signed hy
the person making the original ohservation or evaluation.
H. The teacher shall receive a copy of all ohservations and evaluations.
I. After the first ohservation or evaluation in anyone day, a teacher may request
. postponement of further observation or evaluation to another day.
1. Each prohationary teacher will receive a formal evaluation each year in
Decemher and another by March 1st The evaluation will indicate strengths,
exceptional contrihutions to the program, notations relative to practices which
require improvements, and a recommendation relative to employment status or
the granting of tenure. The probationary teacher will be ohserved at least twice
preceding the December evaluation report and at least one more time before the
March evaluation report.
K. The observation and evaluation forms as outlined in the Guides to Teacher
Evaluation, I and II shall be .used.
L. The evaluation and observation instruments shall be subject to continuous study
hy a teacher-administration commillee. The purpose of the study will be to
recommend revisions and improvements. (See side leller.)
ARTICLE XII- STUDENT DISCIPLINE AND TEACHER PROTECTION
A. Although the behavior of our students is a maHer for pride, in any social selling
acts of anti-social behavior may occur. Recognizing the need for good
discipline in the schools, the District will give all reasonable support and
assistance to teachers with respect to the maintenance of control and discipline
in the classroom. The teachers
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and the Teachers Association will exert every crfortto establish the foundation
for good discipline and collective conduct with their peers, students,
supervisors and in their relations with the community.
B. When a teacher recommends a student to the Principal for special counseling,
the teacher will receive, from the Principal, within five (5) school days, follow-
up information on the steps taken.
C. In the event of a behavior problem so severe as to disrupt a class and prevent
learning, a teacher may, alter auempting all reasonable disciplinary procedures,
send a pupil from the class to the Principal's office. The secondary teacher will
send, by the end of the day, a wrillen referral containing a description of the
offending behavior and disciplinary steps already taken by the teacher. The
elementary teacher will send with the child a note to the Principal describing
the behavior problem.
D. Any case of assault, ballery or extreme verbal abuse of a teacher shall be
reported promptly in writing to the Building Principal. The District will
provide legal counsel to advise the teacher of legal rights in accordance with
Section 3023 of the New York State Education Law.
E. If a teacher is openly charged, or sued, as a result of any action taken by the
teacher while in pursuit of employment, the District shall provide legal counsel
to the teacher in accordance with, and as defined by, Section 302~ of the New
York State Education Law.
F. If a teacher's absence is required in connection with any instance mentioned in
this article, such absence shall not result in a salary loss.
G. Whenever a teacher is absent from school as a result of injuries resulting from
assault received while acting in the scope of employment, the teacher will be
paid full salary (less any amount received from Worker's Compensation, or
other insurance as provided by the District), for a period of up tn two (2) years,
and nn parlof such absence will be charged to the teacher's sick leave.
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H. The District will reimhurse teachers in a reasonahle amount, not to exceed
$500.00, for the c<)st of any clothing or other personal' appurtenances damaged
or destroyed as a result of an assault hy a person or persons suffered hy the
teacher while acting in an assigned professional capacity within the scope of
employment.
Should the teacher recover for such loss from any insurance or other source,
then, to .the extent that such recovery, when added to the District's payment
mentioned ahove, exceeds the amount of claimed loss, such excess, up to the
amount originally received from the District, will he returned to the District hy
the teacher.
I. It is incumhent upon the individual teacher to provide insurance to cover loss
of personal property. If a teacher's personal property, necessary to the discharge
of duties, is willfully damaged, destroyed, or stolen through forcihle entry, the
police will he notified and appropriate legal action will he taken hy the teacher
against the culprit. If no restitution is possihle, the District will reimburse the
teacher, after authorization by the Superintendent, in an amount not exceeding
one hundred dollars ($100.00), to be applied against the deductible feature of
the insurance policy.
1. The District will provide a parking lot guard to 'supervise (he High School
parking lot while school is in session. The guard's function is to promote
proper conduct, prevent vandalism, exclude students from loitering, and
prevent unauthorized cars from entering or leaving the parking lot.
ARTICLE XIII - BUDGET PRACTICES
A. When allocation reductions, deletions or substitutions are necessary, the teacher
or teachers who submitted the requisitions must be given an opportunity to
participate with the Building Principal' or a designee in the decision on
reductions, deletions or substitutions.
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B. Il will be the responsibility of individual teachers to submit purchase
requisitions to the District Office, through the building administrator, for needs
not budgeted for or foreseen. Where possible, funds will be held back from
approved procurement funds in order to place emergency purchase orders
during the second half of the school year.
C. The Building Principal will allow all teachers in the building to examine, upon
request, copies of all approved requisitions and orders returned to the huilding
by the District Office.
ARTICLE XIV - LEAVE POLICIES
A. SICK LEAVE
I. Sick leave is defined as absence by a teacher for reasons of personal illness or
injury, or as provided by Section B of this Article. The Building Principal
must be notilied of the reason for sick leave absence immediately upon return
to school.
2.a. Each newly employed teacher will be granted sick leave as follows:
15 days the lirst year
15 days the second year
15 days the third year
12 days each succeeding year until 180 days have heen accumulated.
Once 180 days have been accumulated, additional days will be
provided as old days are used, to a maximum of 12 new days per year
and I XO days total accumulalion.
b. Sick Leave Bank
J. Teachers electing to participate in the sick leave bank shall submit to
the District a waiver of no more than one (I) day at a time of
accumulaled sick leave. No more leacher days shall he conlrihuled
lhan lhe number of teachers employed by the District. Any new
employee shall have thirty (30) days following lhe initial day or
employmenllo join lhe sick leave bank.
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II. All teachers shall he eligihle to participate hut teachers not electing to
waive time shall not he eligihle to receive time from the sick leave
hank. The hank shall be administered hy two (2) appointees of the
Association and two (2) appointees of the District. They shall consider
applications for withdrawal and shall act on a majority vote of the
entire commiUee.
III. Withdrawals from the bank shall be governed by the hank's hy-Iaws,
and limited to catastrophic, prolonged, or disahling illnesses or
accidents affecting teachers who have exhausted their sick leave.
3.
The sick hank will he renewed when exhausted, hut no more than two
(2) times per school year.
At the beginning of each school year the District will credit each teacher with
a sick leave allowance as computed by paragraph 2 above. The unused portion
of a teacher's allowance shall accumulate as stated in Paragraph 2 above. The
District will, at the beginning of the school year, give written notice to each
teacher of such credit and total accumulation.
IV.
4. Sick leave provisions become effective the first faculty work day of the fall
tenll. Any teacher hired for' less than a full teaching year will have sick leave
prorated on the basis of two days for each month of employment.
5. Ahsence due to injury or illness incurred in the course of a teacher's
employment and covered by Worker's Compensation shall not be charged
against the teacher's sick leave days.
6. A teacher who is unable to teach because of personal illness or disability and
who hal\ exhausted all credited sick leave shall be granted a leave of ahsence
without pay for the duration of such illness or disability for a period through and
including the end of the academic year in which such illness or disability
commenced. A teacher who receives such a leave shall be reinstated at the
beginning of the next academic year provided that the teacher is qualitied
professionally, physically and emotionally to resume duties.
B. PERSONAL LEAVE AND/OR SHORT-TERM LEAVE
I. Speci tied Personal Leave
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a. Except in emergency, upon forty-eight (4g) hour notilication to and with
approval of the Building Principal and the Superintendent, em.:hstaff member
is eligible for paid personal leave for the following specilic reasons:
I. Death in the immediate family of a staff member, delined as spouse,
child, sibling, parent, grandparent, grandchild, spouse's parent,
spouse's sibling.
II. Adoption of a child
III. Graduation and/or receiving an award by the staff member, and
graduation of a staff member's spouse or child from high school or
institute of higher learning
IV. Participation in court proceedings when required to anend (any
recompense, such as that for jury duty, will be turned over to the
District Clerk)
v. Observation of religious holidays.
b. Except in emergency, upon forty-eight (4g) hour notification to and with
approval of the Building Principal and the Superintendent, each staff member
is eligible to use accrued and unused sick leave for necessary absence
attributable to reasons not enumerated in Section B (I) (a) above, including
but not limited to family illnesses and household emergencies requiring
attention during the school day.
2. Upon forty-eight (48) hour notification to the Building Principal, one day of
personal leave per school year will be granted to each teacher for an
unspecified reason. Any teacher who docs not use the unspecified personal
leave day will receive an additional salary payment of $100 promptly
following the eno of the school year.
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3. With the approval of the Superintendent, leave may he granted' for school
visitations and attendance at educational conferences and meetings. Requests
for each leave must he filed with the Superintendent and he approved or
disapproved at least one week in advance of the actual leave day.
4. Upon notification to the Superintendent, a staff memher may he granted a
maximum of thirty (30) days leave for military duty, il'\ required hy law.
(Where the military pay is less than the staff memher's salary, the District will
pay the difference.)
5. Upon recommendation of the Superintendent, and with the approval of the
District, a leave of absence may be granted as f()IIows:
a. For health, personal or family reasons
h. Teaching in a foreign country; leave may be granted for a period not to exceed
two (2) years to teachers having had five (5) years of continuous service in the
District
c. Teaching in another state or territory; leave may be granted for a period not to
exceed one (I) year to teachers having had five (5) years of continuous service
in the District
d. Participation in programs that further professional growth or expertise; leave
may be granted for a period not to exceed two (2) years to teachers having
four (4) years of continuous service in the District
e. Participation in a professional association; leave may he granted for a period
not to exceed two (2) years for teachers having four (4) years of continuing
service in the District
f. In the event that there is a qualified exchange teacher available, a teacher may
be granted leave, as an exchange teacher, to teach in another state, territory, or
country. This leave may be renewed for one year. A teacher being granted
such leave shall advance on the salary schedule in the normal manner and
retain accrued sick leave, provided, however, that, if the teacher heing granted
the leave is kept on the District payroll, all fringe benefits shall be received.
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g. Teachers taking leave under this subsection (B.5a-e) will not be compensated,
but shall advance on the salary schedule in the normal manner, and retain
accrued sick leave, provided, however, that teachers taking leave under B.5a
shall not be entitled to advance on the salary schedule, but shall retain accrued
sick leave
6.
h. Each teacher on leave shall notify the Superintendent in writing of his or her
intention to return to service; such notice shall be given no later than April 15
or November 15, as the case may be, of the last semester of leave. The
District will request this response prior to said dates. Failure of any teacher
to give the required notice shall be deemed an abandonment of employment.
Prior to the granting of such leave as outlined in #5 above, said teacher shall
enter into a written agreement with the District to the end that, upon
completion of this leave, said teacher will return to service in the District for
a period equal to at least the length of the leave granted.
C. CHILDBIRTH AND ADOPTION OF CHILDREN
I. Disability arising from pregnancy, pregnancy-related conditions and childbirth
will be treated in the same manner as any other illness or disability for purposes
of sick leave as provided for in this Agreement, for statutory disability benefits,
and for statutorily-mandated leave.
2. As is the case for any other foreseeable disability or other condition which may
result in extended or repeated absence, a teacher who expects lO be absent by
reason of pregnancy, pregnancy-related conditions, childbirth or the adoption of
a child should notify lhe building principal at the earliest practicable time of the
anlicipaled dates of absence(s) and return to work in order to permit advance
planning for short-term, long-term, and/or transilional arrangements (as the
case may be) for the teacher's professional responsibilities, as well as for such
accommodations as may be appropriate for the individual teacher.
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3. Statutorily-mandated leave to care for a new child following the birth, ()r in
preparation for and following the adoption of the child will be provided in
accordance with the applicable statutes and the District's policies adopted
pursuant to such statutes.
4. Upon the written request of a teacher, extended parenting leave without pay will
be provided for the purpose of caring for a newly-born or adopted child, as
follows:
a. Such leave will commence in the case of childbirth following the birth of the
child and the termination of any paid sick leave or disability leave resulting
from childbirth, and in the case of adoption from the time the teacher initially
takes custody of the child who has been or is to be adopted.
b. By mutual agreement between the teacher and the District, the leave may be
extended for a period of one full year following the school year of birth or the
.schn'ol year during which the teacher initially takes custody of the child who
has been or is to be adopted, as the case may be; provided. however. that the
District may require that such leave terminate concurrently with the beginning
of the school term.
c. At the sole discretion of the District, extended parenting leave may be
continued for additional periods.
d. During the period of any extended parenting leave, a teacher shall retain all
benclits accrued up to the commencement of such leave, but shall not advance
on the salary schedule or accrue additional benefits under this Agreement.
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D. PRESIDENT OFTHE ASSOCIATION
- LEAVE OF ABSENCE
I. A one (I) year leave of absence may be granted to the Association President
upon wrillen request to the District by May 30.
2. Such leave will be .without compensation except that such teacher will advance
on the salary scale in the normal manner and receive all fringe benefits except
the District contribution to the retirement fund.
3. Leave will commence as of September I of the school year.
E. NEW YORK STATE RETIREMENT BOARD SERVICE
I. A leave of absence of up to two (2) years will be granted to any tenured teacher,
upon wrillen request to the Superintendent, for the purpose of serving on the
New York State Retirement Board.
2. Upon completion of the leave and the teacher's return to teaching, said teacher
shall be placed at the same position on the salary schedule as though no leave
had been taken.
E ELECTIVE STATE. FEDERAL AND PROFESSIONAL OFFICES
A leave of absence of up to two (2) years will be granted to any tenured teacher,
upon wrillen fequest to the Superintendent, for the purpose of serving in any
New York State or Federal elective office or as an elected official of any state
of national affiliate. Fringe or other benefits will not accrue to the teacher on
said leave, nor will advancement on the salary schedule be granted for the term
of the leave. Previously accrued benefits will be retained.
G. LEAVE LIMITATION
After two (2) successive years of leave under this Article and with the exception
of B.S.a. above, a teacher will return for at least one full semester of duty before
any additional leave may be granted.
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ARTICLE XV - TEACHER COMPENSATION
A.SALARYSCHEDULE
I. Across-the-hoard salary adjustments shall he made cITective as of July I,
during each year.
a. 1995-96: 2.5% over 1994-1995
h. 1996-97: 3.0% over 1995-1996
c. 1997-98: 3.0% over 1996-1997
2. Effective as of July I, 1995, the salary lanes for employees covered hy this
Agreement will he Tenure/Permanent Certification, MA+ 15, MA+30, and
MA+60. Entry to the TenurelPermanent Certilication lane shall he limited to
teachers who have achieved tenure in the District and who hold permanent
New York State certilication in a tenure area in which they have achieved
tenure in the District;. provided, however, that all teachers on the old MA lane
as of June 30, 1995 (or who qualify for September, 1995 entry to the old MA
lane pursuant to credits approved prior to July I, 1995) will be moved to the
corresponding step of the TenurelPermanent Certilication lane regardless of
their tenure or permanent certilication status. During the life of this
Agreement, the District agrees to apply for the full amount of any Excellence
in Teaching (EIT) apportionments which may be available. from New York
State, and the portion thereof for each .year which is payahle to teachers
recognized by Article I of this Agreement shall be applied to fund the salary
increases and schedules agreed to herein; provided, however, that the
District's obligation to meet such agreed salary increases and schedules shall
be independent of the availability of any such EIT funds.
3. Teachers on the Salary Schedule holding a Doctoral Degree shall receive a
$300 differential ahove their step on the MA+60 lane.
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4. Salary steps and increments for each lane for the 1995-96 and following
school ycars shall he as set forth in Appendices C-Ithrough C-3, respectively,
which arc allached to and made a part of this Agreement
5. Probationary teachers bcginning employmcnt aftcr July I, 1995 will bc 'hircd
at salary levcls to be individually negotiated between them and the School
District, provided that such starting salaries will be within the range of the
minimum BA step and the maximum BA+30 step on the old salary schedule.
Such salary levels will be increased only by the annual across-the-board
percentage increases as provided in the collcctive bargaining agrecment until
the tcacher has achieved tenure in the School District and permanent New
York State teaching certification, at which time he/shc will entcr thc
Tenurc/Pcrmanent Certification (or appropriate higher) lane. At the lime of
prohationary hire, the teacher and the School District will agree on the lane
and step at which he/she will enter the Tenure/Permanent Certification lane.
However, nothing shall prevent such teacher from earning additional
approved credits and receiving higher lane placemcnt as provided in Article
XXVIII when grantcd tenure.
6. Compensation for extracurricular activities shall be increased hy the annual
across-the-board salary percentage increase amounts.
7. Compensation for home-bound instruction shall be increased by the annual
across-the-board salary percentage increase amounts.
~t Salary stipcnds for guidance counselors shall be increased by the annual
across-the-hoard salary pen.:entage increase amounts.
9. The Salary Schedule is based upon teaching loads specified in Article VIII,
includingthose school days. from September through June as defined in
Article VII.
f
I
t
f
~
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10. Writlen salary notices for each school year will he issued hy the District
Business Office.
I,
~ II. Teachers shall have the option of heing paid in either twenty (20) or twenty-
four (24) equal payments during the course of the regular ten (10) month
school year. The final payment date in June shall include the four additional
payments to those teachers who have chosen the twenty-four (24) payment
plan. Pay dates will he the J5th and the last day of the month, or the last
school day immediately preceding.
I.
~
t'
B. EXTRA-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
I. Teachers engaged in extra-curricular activities shall he compensated in
accordance with the schedule in Appendices B I and B2 which are attached to
and incorporated as part of this agreement. All payments for items in
Appendices B J and B2 are to be made within one pay period following
notilication of the Building Principal or the Director of Athletics of the
completion of the activity, except for those activities of a year's duration which
shall be paid in two equal installments at the end of each semester. Payment
will he completed no later than the final pay period in June. At the conclusion
of each activity, and prior to payment therefor, the teacher shall provide the
Building Principal with an appropriate status report reflecting participation and
accompl ishment.
1
~
2. Written commitments for each activity enumerated in Appendices B J and B2
will he ohtained hy the District Office each year in conjunction with the
distribution of written salary notices, prior to the commencement of the activity.
,
I. -
3.a. Full-time teachers hired after July I, 1983, may be required as a condition of
employment to assume coaching or sponsorship responsibilities for activities
listed in Appendices B I and B2 during their first five years of service in the
District, so long as their individual contracts signed at the commencement of
employment set forth the following language: "I agree al\ a condition of
employment that, for the next five years, 1may be required to coach or assume
advisorship responsihilities for extra-curricular listed in Appendices B J and
,.
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B2 to the collective bargaining agreement between the School District and the
Byram Hills Teachers Association, in which event I will be paid for such
activities at the rates shown in the collective bargaining agreemenl."
b.For teachers hired prior to July I, 1983, and for teachers hired after July I,
1983, who have completed five years of service in the District,
engagement in extra-curricular activities enumerated in Appendices III
and 82 is voluntary. No discrimination shall be made by either party
against teachers who do or do not volunteer.
j
c.Vacancies in extra-curricular positions will be posted in all buildings.
Currently employed staff will be given the opportunity to apply.
4. No professional employee shall hold more than two paid extra-curricular
activities concurrently without prior approval of the Superintendenl.
~
C.CAREERINCREMENT
I. Yearly career increments for service within the District will be paid to teachers
as follows:
J
~
$1500 at the end of 20 years service.
$1000 at the end of 25 years service.
2. Teachers who would, under the terms of the 1980-83 collective bargaining
agreement, have become entitled to a thirty (30) year career increment during
the 1983-84 school years, will be entitled to receive a total of $2,850 in
cumulative career increment pay at the time when they would have
become entitled to said thirty (30) year career incremenl.
~
~
:I
J
~
~
~
"
f
l
.1
J
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J. Tcachcrs who qualify for the thirty (30) year or thirty-five 05) year career
incrcments as of July I, 19~U, will continue to receive such increments at the
ratio provitletl in the 19XO-~D collective bargaining agreement without
incrcase or tliminution.
D. OTHER COMPENSATION
I. Transportation
Tcachers who as part of their regularly assignetl duties use their own vehicles
for transportation in order to perform their duties shall be reimbursetl at the
"maximum allowance rate" set from time to time by the United States Internal
Rcvenue Service. The District reimbursement rate for each year of this
Agreement shall be the Internal Revenue Service rate in effect on July I of the
year in question. Payments will be made upon properly executed and
approvetl claims for reimbursement.
2. Substitute Coverage
Regular teachers with full teaching loads will act as substitutes without
additional compensation as follows: Three (3) coverages of regular classes;
three (3) occasions in the elementary schools in which a teacher is a."ked to
take four (4) or more adtlitional students into his or her classroom; and three
(3) coverages of special subject classes in the elementary schools. For
substitute service in any of the above categories in excess of the
uncompensated number, the teacher will be paid $25 per period
(approximately forty-five (45) minutes) for additional coverage, and $25 per
day for the tlay in which a teacher takes four (4) or more additional students
into his or her classroom.
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3. Home-hound Students
Staff teachers of home-bound students will be compensated at lhe rate per
teaching hour of $28.27 in 1995-96, $29.12 in 1996-97 and $29.99 in 1997-
98. The Association and District agree that this rate will automatically move
with the contract in the same manner as extra-curricular stipends. Where use
of their own vehicle is required in such service, teachers shall be reimbursed
as set forth in D I above.
4. Summer Workshop Salary
For participation in such programs, teachers will be paid an hourly rate of
thirty dollars ($30.00), exclusive of lunch hour.
5. Guidance counselors shall receive additional compensation of $2,606 in the
1995-96 school year, $2,684 in the 1996-97 school year, and $2,765 in the
1997-98 school year.
6. Teachers in independent departmenls (Technology Education and Business
Education) who may be assigned to coordinate requisitions and budget
allocations will be relieved of a compensatory amount of administrative duties
or classes when possihle, or will be compensaled at the rate of twelve dollars
($ I2.(0) per period. Such released lime or compensation is only for the
duration of the assignment.
Each certified professional person may be required to chaperone no more than
two (2) occasions for a period no longer than approximately four (4) hours
each in the following services: dances, athletic activities, drama or musical
programs. Such services shall he without compensation (i.e., they are
included in the teacher's regular salary.) Teachers assigned to more than one
school who allend a minimum of four (4) evening conferences and two (2)
hack~to-school nights shall he relieved of responsihility for chapcronages.
7.
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8. -Tea<.:hcrsserving as <.:hapcrones for overnight school trips involving a whole
grade level, taking place while school is in session, will receive a stipend in
addition to regular salary of $100 per night.
9. Teachers who teach in-service and after-school courses will be paid $40 per
hour.
E. GENERAL PRACTICES
I. Service and Credit Acknowledgement
At the time of employment, a new tea<.:her will receive a written notice of
previous service and earned credits recognized by the District for placement
on the appropriate step and lane of the salary schedule. Any credits earned
prior to employment and not approved by the District will not be considered
for subsequent salary advancements.
2. Horizontal movement on Salary Schedule
A teacher moving from the maximum step of one column to a new column of
the salary schedule shall be placed on the proper step as stated in his or her
contract or salary notice.
ARTICLE XVI - MEDICAL BENEFITS
A. SCOPE OF COVERAGE
,. Except as specitically provided in this Article, the .District will continue to
furnish health and hospitalization benefits for currently employed and retired
teachers at the same coverage levels and medical expense reimbursement
rates as were in effect during the 1988-89 school year. For the 1989-90 school
year, such benclits will continue to be furnished through the Southern
Westchester Schools Cooperative Health Plan, through such combination of
self-insurance and insurance as may be approved by the Trustees of such 'Plan,
provided that the benelits thus furnished will comply with the requirements of
this Article.
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2. Except as specifically provided in sub-paragraph A(3) and A(4) below, the
District will not diminish any health and hospitalization benelit, coverage
level, or medical expense reimbursement rate other than with the consent of
the Association pursuant to negotiations conducted in compliance with the
requirements of the New York State Civil Service Law, Section 200 et seq.
(the "Taylor Law"), or otherwise as the parties may agree. The parties agree
that such negotiations will be conducted in good faith at any time that the
District requests authorization to implement such a diminution, whether or not
this Agreement shall at such time have expired or continue in force; but the
Association shall have no obligation to agree to any request or proposal made
by the District, and the District shall have no authority to implement any
unilateral diminution.
3. Notwithstanding the provisions of sub-paragraphs A( I) and A(2) above, the
District may implement the following unilateral changes to health and
hospitalization benelits, coverage levels, and medical expense reimbursement
rates:
a. Transfer from one health plan or carrier to another, and changes in
insurance and/or self-insurance arrangements, benefits administrators,
insurance carriers, and levels of risk retained by the District, so long as
such changes are in compliance with law and do not affect any change
in coverage levels and medical expense reimbursement rates otherwise
required to be negotiated by the parties pursuant to this Article;
b. Increases in annual deductible amounts up to a maximum of $200 per
person and $600 per family (such $600 maximum to apply regardless
of the number of eligible family members);
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c. Increases in major medical co-payment limits up to a maximum of
$5,000 pcrpcrson, provided that there shall be no increase in the 20%
patient contribution forinula;
Increases in patient contributions to the cost of prescription drugs up to
a maximum of $4 per prescription for brand name drugs and a
maximum of $1 per prescription for generic drugs;
d.
e. Implementation of patient co-payment of up to $10 per diagnosis f()r
office visits to and tests furnished by Preferred Provider Organization
(PPO) providers, with each co-payment to cover all visits and tests
resulting from such diagnosis;
Limitation of reimbursement for chiropractic care to a maximum of 10
visits per patient per year, and then only if the need for chiropractic
care is demonstrated by x-ray or equivalent radiological procedure, or
involves subluxation of the spine, provided that additional or different
chiropractic care shall be reimbursable if prescribed by a physician;
f.
Limitation of reimbursement for in-patient psychiatric care to a
maximum of $25,000 per patient per year and a maximum rate of $450
per day.
4.a. In the event that the District wishes to implement any of the unilateral changes
enumerated in sub-paragraph A(3) above, it shall give the Association as
much advance notice as practicable of its desire to do so, and the District and
the Association shall consult with respect to such proposed changes, such
consultation to include the nature of the change, the reasons therefor, the cost
savings, (if any) anticipated to be realized by the District, the cost impact (if
any) anticipated to be sustained by currently employed and retired teachers,
and the availability of other alternatives to the proposed changes. As used
herein, the word "consult" means "discuss" and does not mean "negotiate",
g.
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it being expressly understood that the consent of the Association will not be
required as a precondition to the implementation of any change enumerated in
sub-paragraph A(3) above.
b.If any of the permitted unilateral changes resull in a reduction of the
district's actual out-of-pocket health coverage costs from the prior levels,
then 50% or the dollar amount of the aeiual cost savings (on a year-to-year
basis) will be applied to reduce increases which otherwise would have
been chargeable to teachers for the following year.
5. In the event that any grievance and arbitration be pursued claiming violation
of any of the provisions of sub-paragraphs A(3) or A(4) above, the Arbitrator
shall have no power to order the restoration of any previous coverage level,
medical expense reimbursement rate, or other condition, except upon a
finding that a unilateral change made by the District was not a change
enumerated in an authorized by sub-paragraph A(3) ahove. In the event that
an Arbitrator finds that the District has failed to meet the procedural
requirements of sub-paragraph A(4) above, then his/her power to grant relief
shall be limited to a prospective order prohihiting any future violation hy the
District.
B. TEACHER CONTRIBUTION TO BENEFITS COSTS
I. The District will continue to pay I(X)%of the cost of individual coverage and
95% of the cost of family coverage for teachers who were retired as of July I,
1983.
2. Currently employed teachers and teachers who retired from service aher July
I, 1983 will contrihute towards the cost of health and hospitalization henelits
as follows:
I
i
a. During 1995-96, pursuant to the formula and rates set forth in the
1992-95 collective bargaining agreement;
b. During 1996-97, at the rate of 10% of premium cost for individual
coverage and 12l}'c,of premium cost for 1~lInilycoverage ("Family 2
and Family 3").
During 1997-98 and thereafter, althe rate oJ' 10% oj"premium cost for
individual coverage and 15% of premium cost for family coverage
("Family 2 and Family 3").
c.
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3. The parties will jointly study the feasibility of obtaining equivalent
mcdical/hospitaf coverage for retirees at lower cost.
4. The school District may eliminate Medicare Part B payments to retirees so
long as this does not impair scope of group coverage available to such retirees
without additional expense on their part.
C. WAIVER OF COVERAGE
-
SHARED COST SAVINGS
If a teacher elects to waive hcalth insurance coverage furnished by the District
to which such tcacher would otherwise be entitled, then the District and the
tcacher will share equally in the actual premium savings realized by the
District by reason of such waiver, upon the following conditions and subject
to the following limitations:
J.
2.
The waiver must be effective for a period of one full school year,
A teacher who has waived coverage may resume coverage at the end
of the waiver period, but such resumption will be subject to all
restrictions on re-enrollment, waiting periods, etc. which maybe
imposcd by the School District's health insurance plan then in effect.
.
Except as to teachers who had family coverage as of March), )983,
all waivcrs pursuant to this shared cost savings plan will be limitcd to
waivers of individual coverage, with the savings computed
accordingly, provided, however, that this will not limit the right of any
tcacher to maintain family coverage as provided in this Agreemcnt.
3.
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4. For teachers. who had family coverage as of March I, 1983, the waiver
may be made, at the teacher's option, of all coverage or only of the
family portion of coverage (with 'individual coverage retained), with
the savings computed accordingly. However, such a teacher will be
reimbursed for waiving the family portion of coverage only upon
certification that he/she is not eligible for dependent coverage under
any health plan which would preclude him/her from maintaining
continued dependent eligibility.
A teacher who has waived coverage will be paid a total of tifty percent
(50%) of the actual premium savings realized by the District by reason
of such waiver. Such payment shall be made in two equal installments,
the first being on January 2 during the waiver period, and the second
being on July I immediately following the waiver period.
5.
6. In cases where a previously-executed waiver would create a hardship
due to unf<Jreseen circumstances, the District may permit a teacher to
rescind the given waiver, conditional on reimbursement of all amounts
paid by the District to the teacher on account of such waiver.
7. Waivers shall be executed on forms jointly developed between the
District and the Association.
ARTICLE XVII
-
TRUST FUND
A. The Trust Fund that was established during the life of the 1977-80 contract will
remain in full force and effect, with annual contributions by the District of $975
per eligible employee during 1995-96 and 1996-97, and $1,025 per eligible
employee during 1997-98-
B. The Trust Fund shall be administered by a commiuee of two (2)
administrators and two (2) teachers in accordance with the "Agreement and
Declaration or Trust." The two teacher trustees will not be assigned to any
administrative duties or chaperonages.
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C. Trust fund contributions shall be made annually by the School District by
October I st in dlCh year, or within two days after tax levy funds are received
by the School District from the Town of North Castle, whichever occurs later.
ARTICLE XVIII- TAX SHELTERED ANNUITIES. NYSUT BENEFITS.
CREDIT UNION
A. Tax Sheltered Annuity Plans will be available to teachers. District expense
and involvement will be limited to clerical expenses required for making
payroll deductions. The District shall not be liable for any acts of any carriers
used for said Tax Sheltered Annuity Plans.
B. Starting in the 1993-1994 school year, the School District will make payroll
deductions available for benefits provided by New York State United
Teachers, subject to the negotiation of an administrative agreement with
NYSUT which adequately protects the District's interests.
C. Starting in the 1993-1994 school year, the School District will make payroll
deductions available for the Hudson River Teachers Federal Credit Union.
ARTICLE XIX - RETIREMENT RECOGNITION
The District and the Association will, by mutual agreement, establish retirement
procedures when notification for retirement is received.
ARTICLE XX - RETIREMENT AND DEATH BENEFITS
A. Upon retirement from the District and the New York State Teachers'
Retirement System effective on or before August 31 of any school year, and
upon notice thereof to the District no later than the preceding January I, a
teacher shall receive, as payment of accumulated unused sick leave, payment
at the rate of fifty percent (50%) of his or her final daily rate of pay (calculated
at III 80th of final salary) for a maximum of 105 days of accumulated, unused
sick leave, and $50 per day for any accumulated. unused sick leave from 106
to I XO days. Notification of intent to retire will not be a condition precedent
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to receipt of the benel1t provided for herein if the teacher is prevented from
giving such notice because of a physical disability (as per New York State
Teachers' Retirement System del1nition).
B. Should a teacher die prior to retirement, the monies due, based on the above
calculations, will be paid to the designated benel1ciary or estate, with the
following exceptions:
I.
2.
Non-tenured teachers are ineligible to receive the death benclit.
Teachers with more than I1ve (5) years service in the District, but less
than cleven (II), will receive seventy-live percent (75%) of the
benefits computed in accordance with A above.
3. Death benefits will not be paid for death arising out of active military
service or as a result of a constitutionally declared war.
C. BENEFICIARY FORM
Upon employment in the District, each teacher shall complete the following
Beneficiary Form:
hereby designate as the
beneficiary (beneficiaries) of death benefits under
Artide XX.
Date
Signed
This stipulation remains in effect unless modified
by the teacher.
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ARTICLE XXI- TEACHER FILES
A. Teacher personnel fiies in the school and District Oflice shall contain whatever
material and information the Building Principal and Superintendent deem
necessary to estahlish a proper record of the teacher's service.
B. No material derogatory to a teacher's conduct, service, character, or personality
shall he placed in the lile unless the teacher has had an opportunity to read the
material. The teacher shall acknowledge that such material ha'\ heen read hy
signing the actual copy to he filed, with the understanding that such signature
merely signilies that the material to he filed has heen read hut does not
necessarily signify there is agreement with its content. If the teacher refuses to
sign the actual copy to be tiled, the District Superintendent or Building
Principal will note the occasion, date and time of presentation and the teacher's
reason for refusing to sign the material and it shall then be placed in the file.
C. The teacher shall have the right to provide an answer or explanation for any
derogatory material tiled and the written and signed statement shall be attached
to the file's copy.
D. Within one day following a teacher's written request to the Building Principal
or Superintendent, the teacher should be pel1T1itted to examine the file in the
District's oflice exclusive of confidential material from the family of the teacher
and personal and professional recommendations solicited prior to employment.
Such confidential material will he kept in a separate envelope in the teacher's
file and removed prior to the teacher's examination.
E. Teachers, upon request, will receive a reproduction of any material in their file
exclusive of the above mentioned confidential materials.
F. Materials from files of other School Districts will not be included in the
teacher's personnellile of this District.
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ARTICLE XXII - NEWLY EMPLOYED PERSONNEL. TRANSFERS.
REASSIGNMENTS. RESIGNATIONS
A. The Distril:t will employ.teal:hers who hold valid New York State provisional
or permanentl:ertilil:ation in the area in whil:h they will funl:tion.
B.I. Notke of assignments, for all newly employed personnel, of their spel:ilic
positions shall be given as soon after appointment as practicable.
Assignments shall be given within the type of service for which the teacher
has been appointed by the Distrkl. Probationary period will be a maximum of
three (3) years.
2. Grades 5-12 teal:hers shall be given notil:e in writing of their sl:hedules for the
forthl:oming year no later than the 15th of August, or as soon as the Master
Sl:hedule is generated. Building and room assignments will be provided no
later than live (5) calendar days before the school year begins.
3. Elementary sdlOolteal:hers shall be given a wriuen outline of their teal:hing
assignments, induding spcl:ifil: subjel:ts in lieu.of a sl:hedule, no latcr than
June 15th or as soon as the Master Sl:hedule is generated.
C.l. Teal:hers who desire a l:hange in grade and/or subjed assignmcnts, or who
desire to transfer to another building, may inquire at any time to aSl:ertain the
possibility of such a vacancy in the following year and may lilc a wriucn
statement of sUl:h desire with the Superintendcnt, ordinarily not later than
February I. SUl:h statements shall indude the grade and/or subjed to whil:h
the teacher desires to be assigned and the school or sl:hools to whil:h a transfer
is rcquested, in order of prelcrenl:e. Whenever such administrator knows of
a vacancy, the teacher who has filcd an applil:ation for sUl:h position will be
notilied as promptly as possible.
J
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2.As soon as practicable, each applicant shall be notitied as to who was
appointed to such position.
D.). Voluntary transfers are transfers initiated at the request of the individual
teacher.
2.Involuntary transfers are transfers initiated by the District Superintendent.
3.In the determination of a request for voluntary reassignment and/or
transfer, the wishes of the individual teacher will be honored to the extent
that they do not conflict with the instructional requirements and best
interests of the school system. The determination as to which teacher is
to receive the appointment shall be made by the District Superintendent
on the basis of sound educational policy.
E. Transfers of teachers from one grade to another will not be made without prior
consultation with the teacher involved.
I.Where teacher transfers arc deemed necessary, the Superintendent will
give advance notice to the staff in the buildings and/or areas to be affected,
and will solicit volunteers. Volunteers will be accepted where
educationally suitahle. Teachers who have accepted voluntary. transfers
will be given preference for future openings in their areas.
2.When transfers are deemed necessary, the following will be considered the
only determining factors:
a. The teacher's area of competence
b. The teacher's qualifications re major and/or minor field of study
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{;
. The qualily of lea{;hing perform..m{;e
d. The lea{;her's willingness lo be lransferred
f.
The posilion for whi{;h lhe lea{;her was originally hired
Enrollmenl {;hanges (;ausing over- or under-slamng.
e.
3. When all olher lhings are equal, senior lea{;hers shall be given lhe righl of lirsl
refusal in mallen~ of involunlary lransfer.
4. An involunlary lransfer will be made only after one (I) meeling wilh lhe
lea{;her, lhe Superinlendenl and a represenlalive of lhe Assodalion, al whi{;h
lime lhe reason for lhe lransfer will be freely dis{;ussed.
5. If lhe lransfer is slill {;onsideredinvolunlary by lhe lea{;hcr,lhe leacher may
immedialely requesl, and will be granled, enlry lo lhe Grievance Procedure al
Slage 3.
F. RESIGNATIONS
All resignalions will be senllo lhe Superinlendenl in wriling.
ARTICLE XXIII - REDUCTION IN STAFF
A. In lhe evenl of a redu{;lion in slaff due lo lhe abolishmenl of posilions, lhe
aflc{;ledslaff members will have health insurance benelils conlinued for six (6)
monlhs after .the end of lheir service in lhe Dislrict
B. For a lwo year period after excessing, excessed leachers will be placed on a
prelcrenlial subSlilule lisl and will be compensaled allhe rale of $50.00 per day
for subslilulion servi{;ein any area in whi{;h{;erlificalionis held.
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ARTICLE XXIV - VACANCIES IN PROMOTIONAL POSITIONS
A.I. All vacancies in promotional positions, as defined in paragraph B of this
Article, shall he posted on teacher room hulletin boards, clearly selling forth
a description of and the qualifications for the position, including the duties and
salary.
2.When school is in session, such notice shall be posted as far in advance as
practicable, ordinari Iy at least fi fleen (15) school days before the final date
when applications must be suhmilled. Positions which may be filled
during the summer hecause of vacancies occurring prior to the end of the
regular school year will he posted as early as possible prior to the dose of
the school year.
3.Teachers who desire to apply for such vacancies shall submit their
applications in writing to the Superintendent or a designee within the time
limit specified in the notice.
4.Teachers who desire to apply for a promotional position which may be
filled during the summer vacation period shall submit their names in
writing to the Superintendent prior to the end of the regular school year,
together with the position or positions they desire to apply for, and an
address where they can be reached during the summer vacation period.
The Superintendent shall notify such teachers of any vacancy in a position
for which they have indicated interest and such notification shall set forth
a description of and the qualifications for the position, including the duties
and salary. Such notice shall he sent as far in advance as practicable,
ordinarily at least twenty-one (21) days before the final date when
applications must be submilled.
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B. Promotional positions are defined as follows: Positions not on the basic salary
schedule for teachers and/or positions on the administrative supervisory level,
including but not limited to, positions such as Direqor, Principal, Assistant
Principal, and Department Head.
C. Each applicant who is not selected for such a position may request an
interview with the Superintendent or a designee as to why the applicant did
not receive the promotion.
ARTICLE XXV - DISTRICT-ASSOCIATION COMMITIEES
A. INTENT OF THE PARTIES; PARTICIPATION
I. It is the intent of the parties to enhance the efficiency and
accountability of joint committees both as they now exist and as they
may hereafter be created, and to encourage such committees to make
meaningful and timely contributions to the programs of the School
District.
2. Except as may otherwise be agreed between the parties, and as may be
required by Article VIII (A) (3), individual teachers. are not required to
participate in joint District-Association committees as a condition of
employment. However, both the Association and the School District
recognize a good-faith obligation to furnish members for such
.committees; and if the Association cannot furnish teacher members
after lifteen (15) days written notice from the School Districlto do so,
then the School District may proceed to act unilaterally with respect to
any matter which would otherwise have in the lirst instance been
delegated to such a committee.
B. CHARTER AND DURATION OF COMMITTEES
Except as may otherwise be agreed between the parties, each committee will
have a written charter setting forth at least the following:
i
Coman Hill 3
Warn pus 3
Middle School 4
High School 4
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1.
2.
The scope of the commillee's mission and goals;
The melllbership of the commillee;
3. The time lines within which the commiUee is to perfonn its functions,
including any periods during which the commiUee will be inactive;
4. The duration of the commiuee's existence, unless it is a "standing"
commiUee;
5. Any requirements for the committee to present formal reports of its
activities and achievements; and
6. Any other information which is appropriate for the commillee
members and the school community to understand the authority and
responsibilities of the commillee, and for the parties to assess the
accomplishments and continuing utility of the commiUee.
ARTICLE XXVI
-
BUILDING ADVISORY COUNCILS
ABuilding Advisory council for each school building will he formed each year to meet
with the building administrator on mallers relating to the internal affairs of that
building. The members of the council will be elected by the teachers of each building.
The council representatives for each building will be as follows:
ARTICLE XXVII - SAFETY COMMITTEE
The parties agree that it is in their joint interest to encourage an environment for work
and study which is safe and hazard-free. for which purpose a Safety Commillee will be
organized pursuant to Article XXV of this agreement.
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ARTICLE XXVIII PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT AND
EDUCATIONAL IMPROVEMENT
A. The Sl:hool dislril:t shall pay lhe reasonable expenses, (including fees, meals,
lodging, lransporlalion and/or regislralion fees) inl:urredby leal:hersattending
workshops, l:ontcrences and olher protcssional improvemenl sessions when
attendance at sUl:h activities has rel:eived lhe prior approval of lhe
Superinlendenl.
Wilhin a week after relurning from workshops, l:ontcrenl:es, and olher
professional improvemenl sessions, lhe teacher may submit, if requesled, a
written report to lhe Principal, or Department Chairperson, who may
disseminate lhe informalion conlained lherein 10lhe fal:ully.
B. Any teacher may, with the prior approval of the Superintendenl, attend sUl:h
previously menlio~ed sessions allhe leal:her's expense.
C. The Dislricl, recognizing lhe value of summer programs for prolessional,
educalional and curriculum development, will accord high priorily 10 such
proposals submitted through the Superintendenl.
Teacher participants in such summer programs will be nolitied by May I of
each year.
0.1. Credit will be granled for all In-Servil:e courses oflcred by lhe Byram Hills
School Dislrict, l:olleges, universilies, BOCES, universily independenl sludy
programs, and/or all olher educationally oriented inslitutions, upon prior
approval by lhe Principal and lhe Superinlendenl.
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2. A maximum of six (6) credits of In-Service courses will he granted toward
anyone salary lane placement. Credit accumulations, through June 30,
1971, are not aflected hy this provision.
ARTICLE XXIX - STAFFING
Recommendations for appointment of Principal or Assistant Principal will be made to
the Superintendent from the linal four (4) candidates selected by the Superintendent by
a committee of teachers from the building or level that the appointment encompasses.
The committee will, in preparing these recommendations, interview the linal
candidates (not exceeding four). The Superintendent may also attend these interviews.
ARTICLE XXX- MAINTENANCE OF STANDARDS
This Article is mutually and specifically excluded from arbitration. The District and the
Association shall mutually endeavor to maintain all conditions of employment at not
less than the highest minimum standards in effect in the District at the time this
Agreement is signed.
ARTICLE XXXI- GRIEVANCE PROCEDURES
A. OBJECTIVESAND PRINCIPLES
r
I.The purpose of the grievance procedure is to encourage the prompt
resolution of grievances, as defined herein, at the earliest possible stage
and at the lowest possible administrative level.
2.No interference, coercion, restraint, discrimination or reprisal of any kind
will be taken by the Association or the District by reason of the exercise
of the rights granted in this Article.
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3.AIl documents, communications and records dealing with the processing
of a grievance shall be tiled separately from the personnel tiles of the
participants. Copies of all items mentioned above shall be provided for
the Association and the aggrieved party.
4.Nothing contained herein will be construed as limiting the right of any
teacher having a grievance to discuss the maHer informally with any
appropriate member of the Administration and having the grievance
informally adjusted without intervention of the Association, provided the
adjustment is not inconsistent with the terms of this Agreement. In the
event that any grievance is adjusted without formal determination,
pursuant to this procedure, while such adjustment shall be binding upon
the aggrieved Party and shall, in all respects, be nnal, said adjustment
shall not create a precedent or ruling binding upon either of the paJ1iesof
this Agreement in future proceedings.
5.The Aggrieved Party shall have the right to withdraw a grievance claim
and any involvement at any point after the initial filing of the formal
wriuen grievance. However, the Association may take up and pursue such
grievance as an Association grievance at the. point of the Aggrieved
Party's withdrawal.
/
!
~
I
II
6.The procedures provided herein shall be the sole and exclu~ive method for
formal review of any complaint which may be grieved, other than alleged
violations of state or federal law.
B. DEFINITIONS
I. "Grievance" means a dispute concerning the interpretation, application, or
alleged violations of this Agreement; or a complaint that the School
district's policies, rules, regulations or directives have been violaled or
discriminatorily applied. "Grievance" shall nol include any malleI' as to
which the School District is without any authority to act, or as to which review
pursuant 10this Article is prohihited hy law.
J
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2. "Grievant" means any employee or group of employees in the unit
represented by the Association having a grievance.
J. "Days" means school days as determined by the school calendar.
C. REPRESENTATION
The Association shall have the exclusive right to represent formal grievances.
D. TIME LIMITS
I. Since it is important to good relationships that grievances be processed as
rapidly as possible, every cfTortwill be made by all parties to expedite the
process. The time limits specified for either party may be extended by mutual
agreement.
2. No formal written grievance shall be presented unless, within twenty (20)
days after the act complained of or within twenty (20) days after the grievant
knew or should have known thereof, the grievant shall have sought to have the
grievance informally adjusted through meeting with the lowest level
supervisor or administrator having responsibility for the area of operation in
which the grievance arose.
E. PROCEDURES
I. All written grievances shall be presented by the Association within thirty (30)
. days after the act complained of, or within thirty (30) days after the grievant
knew or should have known of the act complained of, on forms to be
developed hy mutual agreement of the Association and the School District.
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2. Written grievances shall identify the grievant; shall identify the act
complained of, the date and place of the act to the extent known, and the
identity of the person(s) responsible for the grievance to the extent known;
shall state the general basis of the grievance and the contractual or other
regulatory provisions involved; shall state the date(s) on which the grievant
sought infonnal adjustment of the grievance; and shall describe the redress or
remedy requested.
Except for informal resolutions of grievances, all decisions shall be rendered
in writing setting forth t1ndings of fact, conclusions and supporting reasons
therefore. Each decision shall be promptly transmitted to the teacher and the
Association.
3.
4. The preparation and processing of grievances shall not be conducted during
instructional hours of the regular school day, except when agreed to jointly by
the District and the Association. In such cases specified members of the
Association will be relieved from regular duties without loss of pay as
necessary in order to permit their participation in such activities.
5. The District and the Association agree to facilitate any investigation which
may be required and to make available any and all. material and relevant
documents, communications and records concerning the alleged grievance.
However, the district will not make available personnel files of an employee
other than the grievant without the prior consent of such employee.
1
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F. INITIAL PROCESSING OF GRIEVANCE
I. The Administrator or Supervisor to whom the wrillen grievance is initially
presented shall have twenty (20) days after receipt thereof within which to
make such investigation and adjustment of the grievance as he deems
appropriate, at the end of which time the Supervisor or Administrator shall
render a written report and/or decision thereon.
2. The Administrator may request a meeting with the Association for the purpose
of allempting to resolve the grievance, and, if the Administrator so requests,
the Association will encourage the grievant to attend such meeting. Failure of
the Association to attend such meeting requested by the Administrator within
ten (10) days after such request or the end of the twenty (20) day period,
whichever comes first, shall be an abandonment of the grievance.
If the grievant is dissatisfied with the Administrator's decision, the
Association shall so notify the Superintendent of Schools in writing within ten
( 10) days following receipt of the decision or thirty (30) days following the
filing of the grievance, whichever occurs first.
3.
4. The Superintendent of Schools shall have twenty (20) days after receipt
thereof within which to make such investigation and adjustment of the
grievance as he deems appropriate, at the end of which time the
Superintendent of Schools shall render a wrillen decision thereon.
Within his time to render a decision, the Superintendent of Schools or his
designee may request a meeting with the Association for the purpose of
allempting to resolve the grievance; or the Association may request a meeting
with the Superintendent or his designee within the aforementioned time.
Neither party shall refuse to allend a meeting requested by the other party,
which meeting shall he held within ten (10) days after such request or the end
of the twenty (20) day period, whichever comes first.
5.
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6. If the Superintendent of Sl:hools and the Assol:iation agree, a grievanl:e may
be submitted to the Board of Edul:ation within sUl:h reasonable time limits as
the parties may agree upon.
G. ARBITRATION
I. If the Assodation is dissatisfied with the del:ision of the Superintendent of
Sl:hools, then the Association may make a wriuen request for arbitration
within ten (10) days thereafter.
2. Only grievanl:es that deal specitil:ally with the interpretation, applil:ation or
alleged breal:h of this agreement shall be subjel:t to binding arbitration. No
such dispute may be submitted to arbitration without the approval of the
Assol:iation, and only the Association may represent a. teal:her or group of
teachers in arbitration.
3. If the Distrkt and the Association have not agreed on an arbitrator and on rules
for arbitration, then the maHer shall be referred to arbitration under the
Voluntary Labor Arbitration Rules of the Ameril:an Arbitration Association.
4. The arbitrator shall have no power or authority to make any award other than
one determining a claim that this Agreement has been misinterpreted,
misapplied or violated, nor shall the arbitrator add to, subtral:t from or modify
this contral:l.
5. The award of the arbitrator pertaining to the interpretation, applkation or
alleged breal:h of this agreement shall be binding upon all parties, to the extent
I
permitted by law.
6. The l:osts for the servil:es of the arbitrator, including expenses, if any, will be
borne equally by the parties.
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ARTICLE XXXII - CAFETERIA PLAN
The School District shall implement a "cafeteria plan" for the henefit of teachers
pursuant to Section 125 of the United States Internal Revenue Code, providing for
payroll reductions to the extent permitted hy law for medical premiums, dependent
care, and flexible medical expense reimbursement.
****************************
Executed this Rthday of May, 1996 by and on behalf of the District effective when
rati lied hy the Association.
~~-:-
Executed this 8th day of May, 1996 by and on behalf of the Association
~:A~ [i
President of the Byram Hills Tcac crs Association
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AuguSl
31
Septemher
I
5
28- 29
Ot:toher
4
9
Novemher
23-24
Decemher
25-29
JANUARY
I
2
15
FEBRUARY
19-23
MARCH
APRIL
1-5
8
MAY
27
JUNE
21
Appendix Al
CALENDAR 1995-96
Instruclional Davs
Staff Orientation Day
Superintendent's ConL Day
First Day of School
Rosh Hashanah IX
Yom Kippur
Columhus Day 20
Thanksgiving Recess 20
Chrislmas/Winter Recess 16
New Year's Day
Schools Open
Martin Luther King Day 21
Mid- Winter Recess 16
NO HOLIDAYS
Spring RecesslPassover/Easter
Schools Open
19
Memorial Day 22
Last Day of School 15
TOTAL IX6
Possible School Holidavs:
If no snow days are used, school will he dosed April 8 and May 24 and 28.
If one snow day is used, school will he dosed May 24 and 28.
If two snow days are used, school will he dosed on May 2X.
SPECIAL NOTE: In the event that school must he dosed due to emergency
conditions for more than four days, the necessary numher of days will he made up
during spring recess beginning April) .
.
J
19
18
18
17
21
18
TOTAL 186
August
29
30
Septcmher
3
23
O<.:loher
14
Novcmhcr
II
28- 29
Decemhcr
23-31
JANUARY
1-3
6
20
FEBRUARY
14-17
MARCH
27-31
APRIL
21-31
MAY
26
JUNE
25
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Appcndix A2
CALENDAR 1996-97
Instructional Days
Supcrintcndcnt's Confcrcnce Day
Stafr Oricntation Day
First Day of School
Yom Kippur 19
Columhus Day 22
Vetcran's Day
Thanksgiving Rcccss 18
ChristmaslWintcr Recess 15
New Year's Day
Schools Reopen
Mm1in Luther King, Jr.
Winter Recess
Easter Recess
Spring RecessIPassoverlEaster
Memorial Day
Last Day of School
Possible School Holidays:
If no snow days are used, school will be closed June 25, May 27 and 23.
If one snow day is used, school will be closed June 25 and May 27.
If two snow days are uscd, school will be closed on June 25.
SPECIAL NOTE: In the event that school must be closed due to emergency
conditions for more than four days, the necessary number of days will be made up
during recess periods. Make-up days: Fehruary 14, March 31, and during Spring
recess: April 25, 24,and21.
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Appendix A3
CALENDAR 1997-98
(Consistent with the tenns of Article VII)
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Appendix B I
SALARY SCHEDULE
- EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
Interscholastic Athletic Activities
FALL COACHES
Foothall, Varsity, Head Coach
Foothall, Varsity, Assistant Coach
Foothall, Junior Varsity, Head Coach
Foothall, Junior Varsity, Assistant Coach
Foothall, Freshman, Head Coach
Foothall, Freshman, Assistant Coach
Soccer, Varsity, Head Coach
Soccer, Junior Varsity, Head Coach
Soccer, Freshman, Coach
Cross Country, Coach
Cheerleaders, Head Coach
Cheerleaders, Junior Varsity Coach
Field Hockey, Varsity Coach
Field Hockey, Junior Varsity Coach
Volleyball, Varsity Coach
Volleyhall, Junior Varsity Coach (G)
Tennis, Varsity Coach (G)
Tennis, Junior Varsity
1995-96
4749
3228
2703
2216
2505
1672
3500
2284
1940
2299
3399
2310
3419
2265
2900
1874
2222
1778
WINTER COACHES
BtL'\kethall, Varsity, Coach (B)
Baskethall, Junior Varsity, Coach (B)
Baskethall, Freshman, Coach (B)
Wrestling, Coach
Wrestling, Assistant Coach
Track, Indoor Assistant
Track, Indoor Coach
Baskethall, Varsity, Coach (G)
Baskethall, Junior Varsity, Coach (G)
Baskethall, Freshman, Coach (G)
Gymnastics, Coach
Ski Team, Coach
Ski Team, Assistant Coach
4380
2936
2362
3789
2355
3091
4123
4380
2936
2208
3615
2158
1641
1996-97
4891
3325
2784
2282
2580
1722
3605
2353
1998
2368
3501
2379
3522
2333
2987
1930
2289
1831
4511
3024
2433
3903
2426
3184
4247
4511
3024
2274
3723
2223
1690
1997-98
5038
3425
2868
2350
2657
1774
3713
2424
2058
2439
3606
2450
3628
2403
3077
1988
2358
1886
4646
3115
2506
4020
2499
3280
4374
4549
3115
2342
3835
2290
1741
Appendix B I (Continued)
SPRING COACHES 1995-96 1996-97 I997-9X
Baseball, Varsity, Coach 4204 4330 4460
Baseball, Junior Varsity, Coach 2797 2HXI 2967
Baseball, Freshman, Coach 2317 2387 2459
Golf, Coach 1893 1950 2009
Lacrosse, Coach 3667 3777 3X90
Lacrosse, Junior Varsity, Coach 2031 2092 2155
Lacrosse, Coach (G) 3667 3777 3890
Lacrosse, Junior Varsity, Coach (G) 2031 2092 2155
Soccer, Varsity, Coach (G) 3500 3605 3713
Soccer, Junior Varsity, Coach (G) 2284 2353 2424
Softball, Coach 3184 32HO 337H
Softball, Junior Varsity Coach 15H2 1629 1678
Track and Field, Varsity Head 4123 4247 4374
Track and Field, Assistant coach 2706 2787 2871
Tennis, Varsity 2222 2289 2358
Tennis, Junior Varsity 1778 1831 1886
Track and Field, Varsity Head (G) 4123 4247 4374
Track and Field, Assistant Coach (G) 2706 2787 2H71
INTRAMURAL ATHLETIC ACTIVITIES
1995-96 1996-97 1997-98
Fall 384 396 40H
Winter 384 396 408
Spring 384 396 40H
7TH AND 8TH GRADE MODIFIED INTERSCHOLASTIC ATHLETICS
FALL 1995-96 1996-97 1997-98
Soccer (Girls) 1726 177X IX31
Soccer (Boys) 1726 1778 1831
Cross Country (Coed) 1737 1789 1843
WINTER
Basketball, Head Coach (Boys) 1784 1838 IX93
Basketball, (Boys) 1255 12lJ3 1332
Basketball, Head Coach (Girls) 1784 1838 IX93
Bi.l'\ketball, (Girls) 1255 1293 1332
Gymnastics (Girls) IXlJ7 1954 2013
Track, Indoor 1784 IX38 IX93
SPRING
Baseball (Boys), max. 2 1699 1750 1803
Softball (Girls) 1699 1750 1803
Track and Field (Boys) 1431 1474 151X
Track and Field (Girls) 1431 1474 1518
Lacrosse (Boys) 1459 1503 1548
Lacrosse (Girls) 1459 1503 1548
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Appendix 8 I (Continued)
. .
~
I. Intramural activities will run approximately 12 sessions.
2. Intramural sessions that are canceled by the director of Physical Education
due to emergencies (weather, conflicts with other activities, etc.) should be
considered part of the 12 sessions enumerated above.
3. The length of each session is to be determined by the instructor and the
Director of Physical Education as being appropriate for the particular activity
engaged in. A session held away from home would, naturally, be for a longer
period than one held at home. For home activities, starting time will be within
IiIken (15) minutes of student dismissal time.
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Appendix B2
SALARY SCHEDULE - EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
HIGH SCHOOL
Assembly Committee
AstronomylWeather Club
Bicycle/Sailing Club Advisor
Bookstore (I)
Chess Club Advisor
Class Advisor, Freshman (I)
Class Advisor, Sophomore ( I)
Class Advisors, Junior (2) (per advisor)
Class Advisors, Senior (2) (per advisor)
Dance Club Advisor
Debate Club Advisor ( I)
Drama (Per production) 2 maximum
EI Club los Amigos
Free Enterprise Club Advisor
French Club Advisor
Grade Activities Board Advisor
Human Relations Advisor ( I)
Humanities Festival (I)
International Exchange Club Advisor ( I)
Literary Magazine (per issue) (I)
Marching Band (I)
Math Advisor ( I)
Mock Trial
Musical (I) Inlernalional Thespian Society
Newspaper ( I)
Outdoor Cluh Advisors (2) (per advisor)
Radio Club Advisor
School Treasurer ( I)
1995-96
1055
918
1459
528
1546
1582
1582
1582
1776
1498
1546
2823
1546
1130
1130
3283
2220
2662
1887
1055
1582
1546
1661
3378
3160
3160
992
2107
1996-97
1087
946
1503
544
1592
1629
1629
1629
1829
1543
1592
2908
1592
1164
1164
3381
2287
2742
1944
1087
1629
1592
1711
3479
3255
3255
1022
2170
1997-98
1120
974
1548
560
1640
1678
1678
1678
1884
1589
1640
2995
1640
1199
1199
34~Q
2356
2824
2002
1120
1678
1640
1762
3583
3353
3353
1053
2235
Appendix B2 (Continued)
SALARY SCHEDULE - EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
HIGH SCHOOL 1995-96 1996-97 1997-98
Science Club Advisor 1546 1592 1640
Set Design, Construction and Lighting
(per production) (3) 1582 1629 1678
Student Senate 1582 1629 1678
Student Tutoring Advisor 3160 3255 3353
Student Volunteer Program Advisor ( I) 2220 2287 2356
Theater Manager '( I) 1546 1592 1640
VAASA Coordinator 1057 1089 1122
Work Experience Advisor 2220 2287 2356
Yearbook Advisor ( I) 3160 3255 3353
MIDDLE SCHOOL 1995-96 1996-97 1997-98
Drama Productions ( I) 1582 1629 1678
Eighth Grade Trip 2827 2912 2999,
Literary Magazine 1051 1083 1115
Memory Book 1055 1087 1120
~Newspaper(per edition) 528 544 560
Odyssey of the Mind 2378 2447 2520
School Store 1051 1083 1115
f Seventh Grade Trip Advisor 1011 1041 1072Sixth Grade Trip Advisor 769 792 816
r Student Council and Treasurer 2636 2715 2796
~TalentShow Coordinators (2) (per advisor) 990 1020 1051t
~TalentShow Technical Assistant 462 476 490
, Talent Show Production Assistant 595 613 631
,
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Appendix CI
1SALARYSCHEDULE i1995-96 I
EfTectiveJuly I, 1995 through June 30, 1996 j
Prohationary Step TenurelPerm. MA+15 MA+30 MA+60
Appointments Certification
41600
2 41600
~3 41600
4 46654 48188 49578 54196
5 46654 48188 49578 54196
Range=32887 -55088 6 46654 48188 49578 54196
1
7 51711 53495 55202 60414
8 51711 53495 55202 60414
9 51711 53495 55202 60414
10 56765 58898 60781 66705
II 56765 58898 60781 66705 3
12 56765 58898 60781 66705
~13 62262 64569 66370 72637
14 66370 72637
15 70656 72647
16 78593
~
~
SALARY SCHEDULE
1996-97
EITecliveJuly I, 1996lhrough June 30, 1997
Prohat ionary Step Tenure/Perm. MA+15 MA+30 MA+60
Appoin.lments Cerli licalion
42848
2 42848
3 42848
4 48054 49634 51066 55822
5 48054 49634 51066 55822
Rangc=32887-56741 6 48054 49634 51066 55822
7 53263 55100 56858 62226
8 53263 55100 56858 62226
9 53263 55100 56858 62226
10 58467 60664 62605 68706
"
58467 60664 62605 68706
12 58467 60664 62605 68706
13 64129 66506 68361 74816
14 68361 74816
15 72776 74816
16 80951
,
,~~,
',';
"
~
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t
SALARY SCHEDULE
1997-98
Effective July I, 1997 through June 30, 1998
Probationary Step TcnurelPcrm. MA+15 MA+30 MA+60
Appointments Cerli ficalion
44133
2 44133
3 44133
4 49495 51123 52598 57496
5 49495 51123 52598 57496
Range=32887-58443 6 49495 51123 52598 57496
7 54860 56753 58564 64093
8 54860 56753 58564 64093
9 54860 56753 58564 64093
10 60221 62484 64483 70767
II 60221 62484 64483 70767
12 60221 62484 64483 70767
13 66053 68501 70412 77060
14 70412 77060
15 74959 77060
16 83379
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Appendix D
ADDENDUM RE PARENTAL COMPLAINTS
The District shall treat parental complaints as follows:
A parent hringing a complaint directly to an administrator regarding a
teacher should he advised that it would be appropriate to hring the complaint to
the teacher first
If the parent does not wish to do so, then the administrator shall alTange
a meeting between the parent and the teacher at which the administrator will be
present
If"lhe parent docs not wish to bring the complaint directly to the teacher
or to attend the meeting arranged hy the administrator, then the complaint will
not he placed in the teacher's file, and cannot be included in any written record
or evaluation of the teacher, nor used in any manner that could be detrimental to
the teacher.
This addendum shall be subject to the grievance procedure of the
contract, hut not to binding arbitration.
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ATTACHMENT A
OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH COMMITTEE
Preamble
The School Dislricl and lhe Associalion agree lhal il is in lheir joinl inleresl lo
encourage an environmenl for work and sludy which is sale and hazard-free.
Missions of the Committee
The missions of lhe CommiUee are as follows:
(a) lo fosler workplace safely awareness and behavior;
(b) lo serve as a resource for leaching slaB' lo oblain information and, where
appropriale, lraining, aboul safely and environmental heallh issues;
(c) to assisl lhe School Dislricl Adminislralion and the Board of Education in
responding lo complainls and concerns raised by leachers with respecl lo
safely and environmenlal heallh issues; and
(d) as appropriale, lo undertake lhe sludy of long-range safely and heallh plans,
and plans for lhe amelioralion of exisling problems.
Membership of the Committee
The CommiUee shall have a maximum membership of four (4), with up to two (2)
members appointed by the Associalion, and up lo lwo (2) members appoinled by
lhe School District. Two (2) Associalion members and one (I) Districl member
shall be the minimum number required lo constilule a quorum for lhe conducl of
business.
The CommiUee shall have a Chairperson and a Secrelary, bolh of whom shall be
elecled by lhe members of lhe CommiUee. The Secrelary shall be one of the
members appoinled by lhe Association. The Chairperson shall coordinate the
meetings of the Commiuee, and lhe Secretary shall mainlain minutes of
Commiuee proceedings, shall disseminate materials to the other members, and
shall be responsible for reports required to be made by the Commiuee.
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Mcetint:s of the Committee
The Committee shall meel al leasl once in each academic semesler, and more
frequenlly as may be required lo respond lo particular issues or lo pursue and
complele ils ohjeclives.
Assistance by the School District
~he School Dislricl shall assisllhe Committee hy making availahle lo il malerials
wilh respect to safety and environmental health which. are required by law or
regulation to be kept and which are not exempt from puhlic disclosure, and such
olher materials with respect to safety and environmental health as may be
disclosed without adversely affecting lhe interest of the School Dislrict
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